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Abstract
This thesis re-examines the physical layer of a communication link in order to increase
the energy efficiency of a remote device or sensor. Backscatter modulation allows
a remote device to wirelessly telemeter information without operating a traditional
transceiver. Instead, a backscatter device leverages a carrier transmitted by an access
point or base station.
A low-power multi-state vector backscatter modulation technique is presented
where quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signalling is generated without run-
ning a traditional transceiver. Backscatter QAM allows for significant power savings
compared to traditional wireless communication schemes. For example, a device
presented in this thesis that implements 16-QAM backscatter modulation is capable
of streaming data at 96 Mbps with a radio communication efficiency of 15.5 pJ/bit.
This is over 100x lower energy per bit than WiFi (IEEE 802.11).
This work could lead to a new class of high-bandwidth sensors or implantables
with power consumption far lower than traditional radios.
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1Introduction
1.1 The relation between power and communication
Though great advances and innovations over the last 30 years have allowed low-power
remote devices and sensors to be deployed in various scenarios, the power efficiency
of the wireless uplink has forced a trade off between communication bandwidth and
processing power or device lifetime. Low-power wireless communication for remote
sensors remains problematic and even somewhat of a misnomer with measured power
draw for “ultra-low power” communication subsystems consuming more than 3 mW
while transmitting only 50 kbps (60 nJ/bit) [1]. For many remote sensing applications
this power demand is excessive due to limitations in the capacity of available on-chip
bulk-storage components such as a battery or super-capacitor. This is especially
impairing for implantable biosensors where any excess heat generated by the sensor
must be kept minimal in order to avoid damaging the surrounding tissue [2].
Poor uplink efficiency has led to a longstanding assumption in the sensor net-
work community that power consumption of a wireless communication subsystem
must account for a large portion, if not the majority, of total system power. This
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of a conventional wireless link
assumption is illustrated by the following excerpts.
Power consumption can be hence divided into three domains; sensing,
communication and data processing . . . Of the three domains, a sensor
node expends maximum energy in data communication. [3, Em-
phasis Added ]
A significant fraction of sensor network research has addressed the
problem of energy-efficiency, primarily by exploiting the fact that
computation is many orders of magnitude less expensive than
radio communication. This computation vs. communication trade-off
has had a tremendous influence both on algorithm design as well as on
sensor network platform design. [4, Emphasis Added ]
In this thesis, we challenge this assumption by introducing and describing a mod-
ulation technique capable of high-bandwidth wireless communication at a fraction of
the power-cost of conventional techniques.
1.2 Conventional sensor data links
For low-power sensors and devices, careful power management and power conserva-
tion are critical to device lifetime and effectiveness. As outlined above, it is generally
2
assumed that power consumed by the wireless link will account for a significant por-
tion, if not the majority, of total system power. While complete power breakdowns
are rarely provided in the literature, examples are given in Fig. 1.2.
In one simulation of a wireless sensor, the radio subsystem accounted for a ma-
jority (ą 50%) of the total system power as shown in Fig. 1.2(a) [5]. Even in a
modified system explicitly optimized for low-power operation, the simulated power
usage by the communication subsystem still accounts for 27% of the total system
power (Fig. 1.2(b)). In contrast, the power breakdown for a remote sensor employing
low-power communication techniques we will describe shows that wireless commu-
nication can be achieved while only using a very small (« 2%) portion of the total
system power (Fig. 1.2(d)) This is reduced from « 27% in a similar device employing
conventional communication methods (Fig. 1.2(c)). To reduce power usage in remote
wireless devices, we propose re-examining the physical layer of the wireless link.
1.2.1 Symmetry in conventional radio communication
In general terms, the radio architecture and transceiver design of mobile communica-
tion systems have not significantly changed in the last 30+ years. Power and circuit
complexity are distributed more or less evenly in the form of each node operating its
own transceiver. Therefore, the conventional point-to-point radio link may be con-
sidered symmetric with each transceiver being responsible for performing identical
tasks at each node. This symmetry is made clear in Fig. 1.1.
The radio transceiver performs two distinct functions — data reception and data
transmission. For the transmit chain, a frequency synthesizer generates a high-
frequency radio-frequency (RF) signal that is then modulated by a data stream con-
trolled by a digital bit stream passed through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
block, amplified by a power amplifier and radiated out by an antenna into the
propagation channel. Common modulation schemes include amplitude modulation
3
(a) (b)
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Figure 1.2: Power usage by subystem for remote biopotential sensing devices: (A)
Simulated device using COTS chips [5], (B) simulated device optimized for low-power
[5], (C) Reported values for multi-channel sensor [6], and (D) Measured values of a
multi-channel system using radio-frequency (RF) backscatter [7, 8]
(AM), frequency modulation (FM), phase modulation (PM), their keyed counter-
parts: amplitude-shift keying (ASK), frequency-shift keying (FSK), phase-shift key-
ing (PSK), and combinations including quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
For the receive chain, the signal captured by the antenna is passed through a
low-noise amplifier (LNA) in order to improve overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
performance of the system, next mixed with the local oscillator (LO) output from the
frequency synthesizer and then either a direct-to-baseband conversion is performed
or the incoming signal is mixed to an intermediate frequency (IF) before conversion
to baseband. In either case, the baseband data is filtered and then sampled by an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for digital baseband processing and data recovery.
Though specific details may vary, the main observation is that this link is sym-
metric in terms of both power and circuit complexity distributed across nodes. Each
4
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Figure 1.3: Example of an asymmetric communication system
individual node operates a local frequency synthesizer used by the transmitting and
receiving functions as well as a dedicated power amplifier for wireless data transmis-
sion. Stated alternatively, in a typical WiFi (IEEE 802.11) system the (immobile)
wireless access point (AP) uses the same radio architecture or chipset as a mobile
phone or other mobile device. Motivated by the power cost of biasing transistors for
ultra-high frequency (UHF) and RF frequencies, we examine the benefits gained for
a remote or mobile device when the symmetry for the conventional wireless link is
broken. Breaking this symmetry could lead to a reduction in complexity and power
consumption of the remote device.
1.3 Asymmetric communication through scattering
Breaking the symmetry of the conventional wireless communication link allows the
remote device to offload complexity and power by pushing this burden (power and
circuit complexity) onto the access point or base station. Such an asymmetric com-
munication system can be understood through the example of a flashlight and sig-
nalling mirror.
Consider two individuals separated by some distance where one person has access
to a battery-powered flashlight and the other only has access to a signalling mirror as
shown in Fig. 1.3. By aiming the flashlight toward the person holding the mirror and
pulsing the light on and off, a coded message (i.e. Morse code) may be transmitted.
If the light is left on at the end of a message transmission, the signalling mirror
5
can then be used to alternate between reflecting light toward and away from the
person holding the flashlight, allowing for a coded reply. In this scenario, two-way
communication is achieved though only one person has access to an illumination
source.
Continuing the analogy a bit further, intuition would inform us that as the range
is increased, a much stronger flashlight, and perhaps binoculars, would be needed to
maintain accurate communication. The key observation is that the person holding
the flashlight has absorbed the power and complexity burden while still allowing
the second person holding the signalling mirror to communicate. This phenomenon
where incident energy is reflected back to a signal source is known as backscatter.
1.3.1 Understanding backscatter
Though the principles of backscatter will be examined in detail in Chapter 3 and 4,
a brief overview and definition of a backscatter link is provided below.
All reflective objects have a radar cross section (RCS), generally designated as
σ. Though the units of RCS are an area with units m2, RCS is not a physical area,
but rather a description of the reflective efficiency of an object. The RCS of an
object is defined as the ratio of the incident electric field to the scattered electric
field. When the transmitting energy, wavelength, and base station antenna gains are
known, the RCS of an object can be used to predict backscatter (return) power or
identify an object based on RCS characteristics. This is a basic principle behind all
radar systems.
An object with a large RCS will reflect back a large portion of the incident electric
field back toward the transmitter/receiver1. An object with a small RCS will reflect
a small portion of the incident electric field back toward the transmitter/receiver
1 Commonly, radar systems are monostatic or operate with a sufficiently small bistatic angle such
that the receiver and transmitter may be assumed to be co-located. While other bistatic setups
exist, this work assumes monostatic operation.
6
whether by isotropically scattering the received power in all directions or by ab-
sorbing the incident energy. A major topic of research in the last century has been
investigation of methods to reduce RCS in order to avoid detection by radar systems
and remain hidden [9, 10]. However, in this work we are interested in manipulating
and controlling the fluctuations of an object’s RCS in order to convey information.
1.3.2 Controlled fluctuations to convey information
Traditional radar systems are concerned with interaction between the radar base
station and an un-cooperative target2. A target is illuminated and the reflected
signal analyzed to determine the type or shape of the object in view [12,13]. Research
has led both to new identification techniques through signal processing and system
design as well as materials and geometry engineered for object concealment [10,11].
Generally speaking, for a radar system the target is a priori unknown and is either
actively attempting to remain concealed or at best simply not aiding in identification.
A backscatter communication system may be viewed as a radar system where
one or more objects in front of the radar’s field of view are acting as cooperative
targets. The objects, by modulating their RCS and therefore reflected field in a
structured manner, are attempting to be identified and recognized by the radar base
station. Using a mutually agreed upon protocol, the structured, time-varying RCS
fluctuations carry the coded message from the object to the radar base station.
1.3.3 Antennas as scatterers
An illustrative backscatter uplink data exchange is shown in Fig. 1.4. In its simplest
form, the backscatter tag (also called a transponder) consists of an antenna whose
terminals are connected by a single transistor in series with a capacitance. As the
transistor switches on and off, the antenna is de-tuned by the capacitive load causing
2 It should be noted that other types of un-cooperative targets have been examined in the literature,
but are not considered within the scope of this document[11].
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Data!
Signal Transmitted  
By Reader!
Signal Received  
By Reader!
Transponder!
Figure 1.4: Conceptual schematic and operation of a backscatter uplink circuit
the RCS to be modulated. The reflected portion of the carrier signal incident on
the tag antenna is impressed with an envelope (altering amplitude, phase, or both)
carrying the binary backscatter data.
Modulation of the scattered field from the antenna between multiple states us-
ing a FET switching at baseband frequencies allows for a transponder to wirelessly
telemeter information without operating a local high-frequency synthesizer or power
amplifier. In this circuit, it is important to note that no transistors are biased for
gain at the carrier (i.e. UHF) frequency allowing for tremendous savings in terms of
power.
1.3.4 The backscatter link
A backscatter link is comprised of two or more devices — the reader (also called an
interrogator or access point) and the tag. The reader is responsible for transmission
of the high-frequency carrier signal to the tag and demodulation of the return signal
reflected from the tag. In most protocols, the reader may also send commands for
addressing the tags in view [14]. Commands sent to the tags (downlink) are modu-
lated using low data rate ASK, or phase-return amplitude shift keying (PR-ASK) in
which a simple envelope detector implemented on the tag is capable of demodulating
8
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of Wireless Technologies [16, 22–30]
and interpreting the downlink signal. Binary signalling from the tag to the reader
(uplink) is modulated using binary ASK, PSK, or a combination. Typical data rates,
as supported by common backscatter protocols, are 40 kbps but may be as high as
640 kbps. While the backscatter link has been assumed incapable of supporting high
data rates or vector signalling modulation schemes, recent work has challenged this
assumption [7, 8, 15–17].
1.4 Original contributions
In this work, the physical link will be re-examined and the principles of backscatter
communication exploited to design a low-power vector modulator capable of data
rates comparable to existing wireless standards. Compared to these standards, how-
ever, backscatter modulation requires only a fraction of the communication power.
A comparison of wireless communication efficiency is summarized in Fig. 1.5. Using
techniques we will describe, uplink data rates comparable IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) are
9
possible at greatly reduced power levels.
The original contributions of this thesis are:
• A technique for low-power generation of vector modulated backscatter (i.e.
QAM backscatter).
• Simulation of M-ary QAM and first experimental confirmation of 4-pulse am-
plitude modulation (PAM), 4-QAM/4-PSK, 16-QAM modulated backscatter.
• Highest reported to date backscatter data rate (96 Mbps, 15.5 pJ/bit).
• Backscatter based wirelessly powered system for wireless, in-flight multichannel
biosignal recording of freely-moving insects.
• First demonstration of a “rich-media” backscatter tag capable of streaming
multichannel digital audio and image transmission (5 Mbps, 4 pJ/bit)
• First integrated circuit (IC) implementation of QAM backscatter modulator.
• Demonstrated use of channel equalizer to compensate for frequency deviation,
tag motion and channel multipath effects in QAM backscatter communication.
1.5 Document organization
Chapter 1 provides the motivation for low-power communication and offers an intro-
duction to backscatter communication.
Chapter 2 provides a history of backscatter communication and introduction to
UHF radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. The field of backscatter com-
munication and wireless sensors is introduced and the state-of-the-art is described.
Chapter 3 provides the theory of modulated backscatter. Starting from a general
scattering matrix, the load-dependent scattered field for an antenna is described.
This is then used to develop formulas for the differential scattered field as well as
10
differential RCS which serve as the basic equations for backscatter communication.
Multi-state vector backscatter modulation is introduced along with implementation
methods for passive R, L, and C lumped element components as well as R and C
lumped element components.
In chapter 4, a reader-tag system that forms a backscatter communication link is
described. A vector baseband system model is provided that is useful in analyzing
channel impairments on the backscatter communication link. The effect of Doppler
spread on the communication link is analytically derived and shown graphically. A
general backscatter channel gain matrix is provided as well as a description of vector
signal quality metrics.
The first experimental demonstration of wideband QAM backscatter from a dis-
crete component device is provided in Chapter 5. This includes results from a 4- and
16-QAM backscatter device. These devices are used to backscatter data at rates of
2 Mbps and 96 Mbps, respectively. These results were measured in an indoor lab
environment.
An investigation of channel effects on the receiver performance is provided in
Chapter 6. A receiver for backscatter QAM signalling that implements nonlinear
adaptive channel equalization is presented. Performance of the system is evaluated
in statistically derived, simulated channel models as well multiple locations in a mea-
sured indoor backscatter channel. The measured indoor channel includes multipath
from highly reflective surfaces, attenuation, and phase rotation. This work shows
the real-world feasibility of QAM backscatter.
A fully integrated, high-data rate backscatter sensor is presented in Chapter 7.
The fully-passive sensor operates at a data rate of 5 Mbps. The modulator imple-
ments the first digitally configurable, user-selectable variable-depth binary backscat-
ter modulator. The system is designed for remote biosignal acquisition from a freely-
moving insect. Results from the first experimental wireless transfer of multichannel
11
high-fidelity digital audio and image over a backscatter link are also presented.
Based on previous results from the discrete component modulator and the single-
chip binary backscatter modulator, a single-chip integrated 16-QAM backscatter
modulator is designed, fabricated, and tested. In Chapter 8 a description of the inte-
grated chip that includes the QAMmodulator is provided. This is the first single-chip
implementation of a multi-state backscatter vector modulator. A discussion of the
modulator characterization setup and results are provided. Data in chapter confirms
feasibility of single-chip backscatter QAM modulators and provides a roadmap for
future devices.
Finally, a conclusion and discussion of future work is provided in Chapter 9.
12
2Backscatter communication
2.1 History
In the literature, investigation of communication by scattering extends as far back as
1880 when Alexander Graham Bell introduced the photophone — a passive device for
wireless audio communication [31]. The photophone communicated speech by focus-
ing ambient light onto a mirrored reflecting surface. Sound waves caused the mirror
to vibrate and thereby modulated the reflected beam of light. The photophone’s
companion receiver used a photo-sensitive material to demodulate the incident mod-
ulated light beam and drive a time-varying current into an earphone. This resulted
in reproduction of the transmitted audio signal. This device was capable of trans-
mitting speech over a reported distance of 214 meters.
This principle of modulated backscatter was then further developed at RF fre-
quencies, replacing Bell’s ambient light source with an RF transmitter collocated with
the backscatter receiver. A photophone-like device operating in the UHF frequency
regime was developed by Leon Theremin in the form of the “Great Seal Bug” [32]. In
what is perhaps the first fully-passive long-range audio backscatter system, the Great
Seal Bug telemetered speech by using sound waves to deform a thin wall of a cavity
13
resonator which de-tuned a monopole whip antenna. Although the exact timing of
Theremin’s invention is unclear in the literature, around the same time, Stockman
presented a series of backscatter experiments including audio transfer over microwave
frequencies using modulated corner reflectors [33]. In this paper from 1948, it was
noted that backscatter was an interesting phenomenon but the author was uncertain
of applications where it would be employed. Other early researchers envisioned use
of a backscattering device as a covert satellite communications technique [34].
The controlled scattering of electromagnetic fields remained under investigation.
The fields scattered from a resonant antenna presented a special case and were an-
alyzed in detail from an analytical perspective [35, 36], a graphical perspective [37],
and later expanded to include all possible matching conditions [38]. The general
theory of loaded scatterers was also examined [39] as well as research into control-
ling the scattering of objects by reactive loading [9, 40]. This led to some limited
experimental use of modulated scatterers in amplitude and phase field-probing [41].
In the 1970’s, the idea of reflected power for communication was revived in the
development of an animal tracking system [42]. Though greatly limited by fabrication
techniques and leaky diodes available at the time, this work is the first description of
a fully passive (battery-free) identification and sensing system. When interrogated
by a backpack-mounted reader, tags worn by animals responded with a unique digital
code used for identification and tracking as well as analog temperature information
embedded in the sub-carrier oscillation frequency.
With the widespread availability and accessibility of complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) processes in the late 1990s–early 2000s, the first single-chip
UHF RFID tags were introduced. These early designs formed battery-free devices
employing on-chip RF-to-DC converters to supply system operating power and uti-
lized modulated backscatter for wireless transfer of short codes (e.g. 96-bit) con-
taining ID information [43, 44]. Other systems focused on transmission of short
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codes for identification along with very low-bandwidth, low-resolution sampled sen-
sor data such as temperature information [45–47]. These systems operated in the
UHF, 900 MHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band and were later for-
mally defined with an international air protocol, ISO 18000-6C designed for short
unique-ID and data block transmission using a randomized algorithm that results in
non-deterministic throughput [14, 48].
2.2 UHF RFID
The development of worldwide air protocols governing UHF backscatter communica-
tion boosted both industry and academic research. While many devices are designed
to support this protocol, a side effect has been that backscatter communication is
sometimes assumed synonymous with the EPC Class-1 Gen-2 (ISO 18000-6C) UHF
RFID air protocols. These assumptions includes protocol mandated bandwidth lim-
itations and other handshake overhead [14].
The modern origins of UHF RFID can be traced to the work by Karthaus and Fis-
cher in one of the first published descriptions of a fully-integrated passive transponder
[43]. Though the technology was originally designed to function as a “wireless bar-
code,” the inclusion of sensor data was a natural next step [45]. At its heart, however,
existing protocols for UHF RFID air communication were designed for simple object
identification (i.e. identifying cardboard boxes).
There exists in the literature a large body of work intending to modify or work
within the existing EPC protocol to enable transmission of sensor data. Largely
owing to the protocol handshake requirements and randomized slots that result non-
determenistic throughpout [48], the sensor data is limited to low bandwidth, low-data
rate streams.
The WiSP is a discrete-component device designed to operate with a standard
UHF RFID reader while remaining easily programmable and extendable. Its first
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application was wireless temperature recording [46]. Other applications include cryp-
tography and secure identification [49] as well as wireless biosignal acquisition [50].
However, a major challenge for researchers using this device is overcoming the limited
data throughput. For cryptography applications, there are a limited number of bits
available for secure keys. Neuronal signal recordings are limited to transmission of
“spike” events as opposed to full-wave neural recordings. More recently, the WiSP
has been used to stream recorded audio using an analog microphone and custom
protocol [51, 52]. The audio stream is limited to a single channel with sufficient
bandwidth for human speech. Furthermore, since the audio is transmitted using
analog backscatter, as opposed to digital backscatter, it is susceptible to channel
effects and noise.
Other work has also investigated an extension to the standard EPC protocol to
support digital audio streaming [53]. In this work, the backscatter link has been
ignored for audio data transfer, however, and instead audio information is sent to
the remote device in the form of standard ASK modulated data. As such, no audio
information is transferred via the backscatter link.
2.3 Low-power wireless communication
A research field where extreme reduction of power consumed by the radio link is
important is remote biosignal acquisition. While several techniques have been em-
ployed with a goal of reducing overall power consumption, generally all rely on very
low-duty cycle radio usage. State-of-the-art exemplary systems designed for wire-
less bio-telemetry in freely-moving small animals consume 1.0 mW of power while
recording 2 signals (300Hz – 5.2kHz neural, 20Hz – 280Hz EMG) [6]. The system
operates using digital FSK over a 905 MHz link. Other systems employ analog FM
modulation to telemeter three neural channels (50Hz – 9.1kHz) while consuming 2.2
mW [54] or telemeter 2 EMG signals (200Hz – 2kHz) while consuming 3.6 mW [55].
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Figure 2.1: Range tradeoff in a hypothetical backscatter link versus a hypothetical
traditional link
Comparatively, a high-bandwidth backscatter system presented later in this docu-
ment simultaneously telemeters 10 neural channels (250Hz – 10kHz), 4 EMG (5Hz –
700Hz) and 2 general purpose dc channels while consuming 1.23 mW.
2.4 Range tradeoff in backscatter communication
Signal attenuation, or path loss, in a wireless link occurs as an electromagnetic
signal propagates through free space. For single path one way transmissions, the
Friis transmission model describes the path loss [56]
Pr “ PtGtGrλ
2
p4pirq2 (2.1)
where Pr is the received power, Pt is the transmitted power, Gt is the transmitter
antenna gain, Gr is the receive antenna gain, λ is the wavelength, and r is the
separation distance between the transmit and receive antenna. In a point-to-point
link, the one-way attenuation is dominated by the 1{r2 term.
However in a backscatter communication link, a round trip path loss is incurred.
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The signal is attenuated by both forward (reader to tag) and return (tag to reader)
path loss. For a backscatter link, the power at the receiver is described by the radar
equation
Pr “ PtGtGrλ
2σ
p4piq3 r4 (2.2)
where Gt and Gr are the transmit and receive antenna gains at the reader and σ is
the RCS of the tag which describes the portion of incident power that is reflected
back to the reader. Contrary to the traditional link, in a backscatter communication
system path loss is dominated by the 1{r4 term. Comparing the traditional link to
a backscatter link, the higher attenuation in a backscatter link results in a lower
received power for a given separation distance. This increase in signal attenuation
reduces the achievable wireless communication range.
In Fig. 2.1 the received power in a hypothetical traditional link is compared to
the received power in a hypothetical backscatter link. For the traditional link, this
comparison assumes 6 dBi transmit and receive antennas, 1 W transmitted power, a
carrier frequency of 915 MHz, and free space propagation. The separation distance
describes the distance between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna. For
the backscatter link, this comparison assumes 6 dBi transmit and receive antennas
co-located at the reader, 1 W transmitted power, a carrier frequency of 915 MHz
and free space propagation. A tag RCS of -12.5 dBsqm models a typical UHF RFID
tag [57]. In the backscatter link, separation distance describes the distance between
the reader and the tag. Also shown are thermal noise power levels at the receive
antenna for 1 kHz, 1 MHz and 100 MHz bandwidths. For a modulation scheme
with a spectral efficiency of 1 bps/Hz, these bandwidths correspond to data rates of
1 kbps, 1 Mbps, and 100 Mbps, respectively.
At any given data rate, the signal-to-noise ratio of the backscatter link decreases
much faster with distance. Thus a backscatter link has an inherent range disadvan-
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tage compared to a traditional link. But, as we will see in the following chapters,
the backscatter link has a significant potential power advantage at the tag side of
the link. This is an important tradeoff which we exploit in this thesis.
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3Modulated scattering from antennas
In this chapter, the fundamental equations describing the field scattered from an
antenna are derived. This equation is then used to compute the differential scattered
field. The differential scattered field fully describes the field changes for two separate
loads attached to the antenna. This observation is used to generate QAM over a
backscatter link. A method for scaling the network to fit within passive network
constraints is included. The equations in this chapter may be used to define and
build a passive backscatter vector modulator.
Contributions in this chapter:
• Extending binary backscatter modulation to QAM and generalized vector back-
scatter signaling
• Method for passive implementation of vector backscatter signaling
1. When resistors, inductors and capacitors are available
2. When resistors and capacitors are available and inductors are not (e.g.
CMOS)
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Figure 3.1: Antenna with feed line and load shown
3.1 Fields scattered from a loaded antenna
This derivation closely follows that of Collin [36] and Hansen [38] and will use
Hansen’s notation. An antenna may be viewed as a one port device that converts a
single-mode wave in its feed line to a multi-mode wave in space. This is analogous to
a single-mode waveguide connected to a multi-mode waveguide through a junction.
The antenna is a single port device (though this could be expanded and applied toM
antenna elements) attached to a feed line that supports a single-mode and converts
the wave into N spatial modes of spherically expanding fields in space. In actuality,
countably infinite number of modes may be supported and they need not be assumed
spherically expanding. The relation is described by the scattering matrix»
———–
b
d1
...
dN
fi
ffiffiffifl “
»
———–
S00 S01 . . . S0N
S10 S11
...
. . .
SN0 SNN
fi
ffiffiffiflˆ
»
———–
a
c1
...
cN
fi
ffiffiffifl (3.1)
where dn and cn are the respective outgoing (or reflected) and incident electric fields,
S is the scattering matrix, and a and b are the complex applied and reflected (from
the antenna’s perspective) wave amplitudes in the feed line. This is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Radiation only
In the case of radiation only, where the antenna is fed from a generator, the incident
wave is cn “ 0 and reflected wave in the feed line is b “ S00a. S00 is therefore
the reflection coefficient looking into the antenna from the generator (or feed line).
In this scenario, the ith radiated mode has amplitude di “ Si0a. It is clear that
knowledge of Si0 fully describes the antenna radiation pattern and radiated power.
Antenna absent fields and total fields
With the antenna removed, for the incident and reflected fields must remain finite
at the origin the incoming and outgoing waves are equivalent (cn “ dn) and the
scattering matrix reduces to
S
0 “
»
———–
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
. . .
fi
ffiffiffifl . (3.2)
The difference between the total fields when the antenna is present and absent will
describe the fields scattered by the antenna.
According (3.1), the total fields from the tag are defined as
b “ S00a `
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm (3.3)
dn “ Sn0a`
Nÿ
m“1
Snmcm. (3.4)
In the case of the antenna being driven by external waves, the incident fields are
converted into a single wave amplitude on the feed line. This wave is reflected at
the load resulting in a “ Γb where Γ is the reflection coefficient looking into the load
impedance from the feed line. The reflected feed line voltage is
bs “
řN
m“1 S0mcm
1´ ΓS00 (3.5)
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where the bs represents the scattering wave on the feed line. The total fields become
dtn “ Sn0Γbs `
Nÿ
m“1
Snmcm (3.6)
where dtn represents a set of equations.
Scattered field
The scattered fields are the difference between the total fields and the antenna absent
field. Alternatively, they may be viewed as the difference between the total field and
the incident field. Either way, the scattered field is
dsn “ dtn ´ S0 ˆ c0nlooomooo
cn
(3.7)
where c0n is a matrix defined as the rightmost side of (3.1) with a “ 0
c
0
n “
»
———–
0
c1
...
cN
fi
ffiffiffifl . (3.8)
Rewriting and combining with equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), the field becomes
dsn “
Sn0Γ
1´ ΓS00
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm `
˜
Nÿ
m“1
Snmcm
¸
´ cn (3.9)
Shorted antenna and the scattered field
When the antenna is connected to a short-circuit, the reflection coefficient looking
into the load is Γ “ ´1 and the scattered field is
ds,0n “
´Sn0
1` S00
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm `
˜
Nÿ
m“1
Snmcm
¸
´ cn. (3.10)
For an antenna radiating, excited by current Ia, the total antenna voltage is
a` b “ a` aS00 (3.11)
“ ap1` S00q (3.12)
“ IaZa (3.13)
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where Za is the antenna resonant impedance. The applied wave amplitude is then
a “ ZaIa
1` S00 . (3.14)
Since the total radiation-only fields are
drn “ Sn0a (3.15)
they may rewritten as
drn “
IaZaSn0
1` S00 (3.16)
by including the radiation-only applied wave amplitude. Solving this for Sn0
ùñ Sn0 “ d
r
n
IaZa
p1` S00q . (3.17)
The radiated field is used to eliminate the Sn0 term in the scattered field equation
(3.9). After substituting for the term
´řN
m“1 Snmcm
¯
from the shorted scattered field
equation (3.10), ˜
Nÿ
m“1
Snmcm
¸
“ ds,0n `
Sn0
1` S00
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm ` cn, (3.18)
the scattered field is expressed as
dsn “ ds,0n ` drn
řN
m“1 S0mcm
IaZa
ˆ
Γ` 1
1´ ΓS00
˙
. (3.19)
The total short-circuit current in the transmission line feeding the antenna is
I0 “ 1
Z0
pa´ bq “ ´2b
Z0
(3.20)
where a “ Γb, Z0 is the feed line characteristic impedance and a and b are subtracted
since the currents are flowing in opposing directions. From the initial scattering
matrix (3.1), the reflected transmission line current is
b “ S00a`
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm. (3.21)
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For a short-circuit load, the expanded short-circuit current is
I0 “ ´2
Z0 p1` S00q
Nÿ
m“1
S0mcm. (3.22)
After substitution, the final scattered field is written as
dsn “ ds,0n ´ drn
I0Z0p1` S00qpΓ` 1q
2IaZap1´ ΓS00q (3.23)
where no normalizing currents or unit current excitation have been assumed as in
previous derivations [35, 36, 38].
The antenna reflection coefficient
The reflection coefficient looking into the load from the feed line is
Γ “ ZL ´ Z0
ZL ` Z0 (3.24)
for characteristic impedance Z0. Likewise, the reflection coefficient looking into the
antenna from the feed line is
S00 “ Za ´ Z0
Za ` Z0 (3.25)
where ZL is the load impedance. After expansion, the right hand side of equation
(3.23) is
p1` S00qpΓ` 1q
p1´ ΓS00q “
2ZaZL
Z0 pZa ` ZLq . (3.26)
The equation describing the fields scattered from an antenna can now be written
as
dsn “ ds,0n ´ drn
I0ZL
Ia pZa ` ZLq (3.27)
where the scattered field is fully described by the antenna short-circuit scattering
and the fields scattered when the antenna is driven by current Ia. The second term
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is scaled by the relation between antenna impedance and load impedance. It is
worth pointing out that while the transmission line impedance does not appear in
this equation, its effect is inherently included in the short-circuit scattered field term
and the short-circuit current.
The antenna reflection coefficient, Γa, can now be defined as the reflection coef-
ficient looking into the antenna from the load
Γa “ Za ´ ZL
Za ` ZL . (3.28)
The scattered field becomes
dsn “ ds,0n ´ drn
I0 p1´ Γaq
2Ia
. (3.29)
This equation represents a series of equations corresponding to the N expanding
spatial modes. Since the electric field is a summation of each of the modes, the
electric field scattered from the antenna is
E
s “ EspZL “ 0q ´Er I0 p1´ Γaq
2Ia
(3.30)
or
E
scat “ Escat0 ´Eant
I0 p1´ Γaq
2Ia
(3.31)
where the fields have been spelled out. This result is equivalent to Collin, and
Hansen, and is the basic starting equation of Green.
3.2 The scattered field as a function of load impedance, ZL
The scattered field in (3.30) assumes knowledge of the incoming (incident) wave spec-
trum, the short-circuited scattered field, antenna currents, and the antenna radiated
fields when excited by current Ia. Hansen simplifies the equation to
E
s
I0
“
„
E
spZL “ 0q
I0
´ E
r
2Ir

` ΓaE
r
2Ir
(3.32)
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where radiating current, Ir, is equivalent to applied current Ia. In this form, it is
clear that the scattered field is composed of a constant term and a term dependent
on the load attached to the antenna. Load dependence is contained within Γa.
However, the scattered field does not need to be referenced to the short-circuit
scattering. Solving equation (3.27) for the conjugate match impedance and eliminat-
ing the short-circuit scattered field from equation (3.27), the scattered electric field
referenced to the conjugate-match is
E
s “ EspZ˚a q `
ErI0
Ia
„
Z˚a
Za ` Z˚a
´ ZL
Za ` ZL

. (3.33)
After simplifying,
E
s “ EspZ˚a q `
ErI0Za
Ir
Z˚a ´ ZL
2RapZa ` ZLq (3.34)
where Ra is the real part of the antenna impedance. Defining the conjugate reflection
coefficient
Γ˚ “ Z
˚
a ´ ZL
Za ` ZL (3.35)
allows the scattered to field to be rewritten
E
s “ EspZ˚a q ` Γ˚
ErI0Za
2RaIr
. (3.36)
The short-circuit current is eliminated from the equation by using the conjugate
match current. In the The´venin equivalent circuit of the receiving antenna, for a
constant voltage the loop currents are
I0Za “ ImpZa ` Z˚a q. (3.37)
Substituting this into equation (3.36),
Es
Im
“ E
spZ˚a q
Im
` Γ˚E
r
Ir
(3.38)
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where the scattered electric field from an antenna is fully described by the scattered
field in the conjugate match condition and the radiated field. The radiated field is
normalized by the radiating current and scaled by the load-dependent conjugate-
match reflection coefficient. A similar derivation can also describe the scattered
field in terms of the matched load (ZL “ Za) and match currents. The conjugate
match reflection coefficient is equivalent to a ´1 ¨ ρ where ρ is the power reflection
coefficient described by Kurokawa [58]. Both the power reflection coefficient and con-
jugate match reflection coefficient use a similarly modified Smith chart to graphically
describe impedance effects on a circuit.
3.3 Relation of the scattered field to the radar cross section
RCS is defined for any target as the area of an isotropic scatterer which would
produce, at the receiver, a power density equal to that of the actual target. This is
expressed mathematically as [13]
σ “ lim
rÑ8
„
4pir2
Ps
Pi

(3.39)
“ lim
rÑ8
„
4pir2
|Es|2
|Ei|2

(3.40)
where r is the separation distance, Ps,i are the scattered and incident power densities
at the target, and Es,i are the scattered and incident electric fields at the target. The
RCS of a target can be used to predict the amount of received power at the receiver
of a radar system using the radar equation.
To determine the RCS of an antenna, first the open circuit voltage induced at
the terminals when the antenna is in receiving mode is found
VOC “ `e ¨Ei (3.41)
where `e is the antenna equivalent length or effective length and E
i is the electric
field incident on the antenna. By examining a The´venin equivalent antenna circuit
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Figure 3.2: The´venin equivalent receiving antenna circuit
comprised of a voltage source (VOC) connected to the antenna impedance (Za) and
load impedance (ZL) in series, the current supplied to the load is found. While this
The´venin circuit is not valid as a general model for analyzing the radiated power
from antennas, it may be used for predicting the power supplied to the load. The
limitations of this model are further discussed in the literature [35,59,60]. When the
load impedance is the conjugate of the antenna impedance (Zl “ Z˚a ), the current is
Im “ VOC
2Ra
“ `e ¨E
i
2Ra
,
(3.42)
where Ra is the real part of the antenna impedance.
The electric field radiated by the antenna when supplied by current Ir is
E
r “ ´j η
2λ
Ir`e
e´jβr
r
(3.43)
where λ is the wavelength, η is the impedance of the medium (« 377Ω for free-
space) and β is the propagation constant or wavenumber defined as 2pi{λ (assuming
freespace propagation and no attenuation).
After substituting, the scattered electric field (3.38) becomes
E
s “ ´j ηIm`e
2λ
e´jβr
r
p1` Γ˚q . (3.44)
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Combining this result with (3.42), the scattered field is
E
s “ ´j η
4λRa
`
`e ¨Ei
˘
`e
e´jβr
r
p1` Γ˚q . (3.45)
From the definition given in (3.40), the antenna RCS is
σ “ piη
2
4λ2R2a
|1` Γ˚| |`e|2
ˇˇ
`e ¨Ei
ˇˇ2 1
|Es|2 . (3.46)
Relating the antenna equivalent height with the antenna gain G,
|`e|2 “ Gλ
2Ra
piη
(3.47)
it is seen that
σ “ λ
2
4pi
G2 |1` Γ˚|2 (3.48)
where no polarization losses have been assumed and all angles and aspect ratios are
either known and accounted for or positioned optimally. This result is equivalent
to common textbook definitions but has been derived analytically from the vector
scattered field [13].
Confusion exists within the RFID literature concerning the contribution of the
structural scattering term possibly due to the simplified antenna RCS form provided
in most antenna textbooks (equation (3.48)) without the derivation from the vector
scattered field. The observed total backscatter power can be maximized or minimized
by choosing a specific load such that the constant structural mode either interferes
constructively or destructively with the antenna mode scattering. While this seems
straightforward since the argument of the absolute value can be reduced to zero
indicating a null-valued RCS, the fields resulting from structural mode scattering
are never truly reduced to zero or removed but always present. However, through
destructive interference the structural term may be effectively cancelled for a specific
antenna load, observation angle and antenna environment.
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In the literature, structural mode scattering of RFID tags is typically measured
within an anechoic environment. This has contributed to the structural scattering
confusion since an anechoic environment is not a realistic model of typical tag envi-
ronments. Most experimental descriptions are not careful to describe the supporting
structure (if any) used in test setups within the anechoic chamber [60–63]. These
structures may further affect the scattering measurements of the antenna under test.
In practice, RFID tags are not deployed in anechoic environments but in locations
with close proximity to other objects and strong multipath interference. Even the
idea of ‘tagging’ objects implies additional environmental scattering influence not
considered in the published data listed above.
Whereas the vector electric field equations describe the complete complex value
of the field scattered by the tag, the antenna RCS is useful only for scalar power
analysis. The exact relationship of amplitude and phase with respect to the incident
wave is lost as RCS is defined as a scalar value. Even so, this representation of the
signal magnitude is useful for studying the operating range in radar or backscatter
communication setup as the greater RCS magnitude, the greater the average power of
the antenna scattering term. The importance of the complex nature of the scattered
fields is shown next.
3.4 Differential RCS and the differential scattered electric field
The field scattered from an antenna when connected to a load has been previously
described. The key observation is that the scattered field is a combination of a con-
stant load-independent structural mode scattering term and a load-dependent
antenna mode scattering term whose electric field varies with load. Choice of the
load impedance can greatly affect the magnitude of the observed backscatter [40].
Use of a time-varying load impedance connected to an antenna for communication,
as shown in Fig. 3.3, is shown.
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Z2
Z1
Figure 3.3: Binary backscatter signalling circuit
Most analyses of loading an antenna for a desired scattering characteristic tend
towards a discussion of average backscattered power by examining the antenna RCS
for given loads [9, 10, 37, 39, 40]. However, Green includes an example of selectively
loading an illuminated antenna for minimum and maximum backscattered energy
in a binary communication scheme by minimizing and maximizing the total RCS of
the tag [35]. The RFID community remains interested in similar problems for more
efficient use of a backscatter binary communication channel [60, 61, 64].
As previously derived, the expression for the scattered field referenced to the
conjugate match (3.38) is dependent on the antenna reflection coefficient Γ˚. In this
equation, there are no restrictions on values for the load impedance and all complex
relations are retained. As the circuit shown in Fig. 3.3 switches between two different
loads connected to the antenna, two conjugate reflection coefficients, Γ˚1 when load
Z1 is connected and Γ
˚
2 when load Z2 is connected, are defined from equation (3.35).
The time-varying reflection coefficient produces a time-varying binary modulated
scattered electric field (i.e. binary signalling) with changes in its real or imaginary
part which are detectable at a receiver as binary data. The modulated field, or
differential electric field, is defined as the difference between the two scattered field
states at the tag
∆Es “ pΓ˚1 ´ Γ˚2q
ErIm
Ir
. (3.49)
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The load independent structural term is cancelled in this expression since it is con-
stant in both scattering states.
During data transmission from a scattering antenna, the receiver responds to
changes of the scattered field and not solely backscatter magnitude (i.e. |Γ˚1 ´ Γ˚2 |).
This is due in part to the coherent nature of the backscatter system. Distance-
dependent phase changes in the received signal are preserved since the phase of
the transmitted signal is known exactly at the receiver. This observation is of key
importance to understanding backscatter communication.
In the literature, ranging from Green’s first analytical description of binary back-
scatter signaling to recently published articles, phase coherence has been mostly ig-
nored and research has focused on communication via backscatter magnitude change
[35, 59, 60]. Work presented in this thesis is the first to challenge this assumption
and offer a new paradigm in backscatter communication using vector backscatter
signaling [15–17].
However, the differential RCS remains a useful tool for analyzing and comparing
the backscatter magnitude difference for two loads and the relation between the
differential scattered and the differential RCS is shown. The differential electric
scattered field equation (3.49) is rewritten in a form similar to the radiated field
expression given in (3.43):
∆Es “ pΓ˚1 ´ Γ˚2q
´jη
4λRa
`ep`e ¨ Eiqe
´jβr
r
. (3.50)
Applying the definition given in (3.40), the differential RCS is
∆RCS “ piη
2
4λ2R2a
|Γ˚1 ´ Γ˚2 |2|`e|2|`e ¨ Ei|2
1
|Ei|2 (3.51)
and after simplification is
∆σ “ λ
2
4pi
G2|Γ˚1 ´ Γ˚2 |2. (3.52)
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Figure 3.4: Relation between load impedance and location on the Smith chart
(normalized to the conjugate match)
This assumes no polarization losses and that all angles and aspect ratios are either
known and accounted for or positioned optimally. This result which is derived an-
alytically from the vector scattered field is equivalent to the differential RCS first
proposed in [59].
The differential RCS is typically employed to determine minimum distance be-
tween reflection coefficient symbols (and thereby load impedance values) for achiev-
able communication at a given distance or, conversely, in determining the maximum
achievable communication distance for a given symbol spacing under a specified
receiver sensitivity. Whereas the differential RCS (3.52) describes the magnitude
change between backscatter symbols, the differential scattered field (3.49) more com-
pletely describes the electric field changes between symbols by preserving all complex
relations.
3.5 Mapping from the Smith chart to the scattered electric field
Green [35] and Tauritz [37] present a graphical method for analyzing the backscatter
signal for any load attached to the antenna by using modified Smith charts similar
to that of Kurokawa [58].
By rearranging the equation for conjugate reflection coefficient (3.35), the load
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impedance is found
ZL
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
Za
“ Z
˚
a ´ ZaΓ˚
1` Γ˚ . (3.53)
This impedance is referenced to the antenna impedance, as shown in the equation.
This relation provides a means of mapping a reflection coefficient, Γ˚, to a complex
impedance, ZL. For a given carrier frequency, fc, the impedance may be mapped to
a corresponding set of lumped elements to achieve the desired scattered electric field
by
R rΩs “ Re tZLu (3.54)
and
C rF s “ 1
2pifc
¨ 1
Im tZLu , for Im tZLu ă 0 (3.55)
L rHs “ 1
2pifc
¨ Im tZLu , for Im tZLu ě 0 (3.56)
for capacitive or inductive loads. Lumped elements, however, are not the only means
of producing the desired impedance and microwave techniques such as open/short
stubs and transmission lines yield the same results.
3.6 Mapping the scattered electric field to an IQ signalling constella-
tion
The trigonometric functions sine and cosine are orthogonal over the interval r0, 2pis,
since ż 2pi
o
cospxq sinpxq dx “ 0, (3.57)
and serve as basis functions which allow the real part of the complex exponential
(i.e. cos x) and the imaginary part (i.e. sin x) to be independently controlled or
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modulated. Commonly, the cosine basis function is called the inphase component
and abbreviated I. The sine basis function, being an integrated version of the cosine
signal, is called the quadrature component and abbreviated Q. This combination of
basis functions forms the IQ plane.
The complex point
Z “ x` jy (3.58)
forms a point in the IQ plane that represents a time-domain signal defined as1
xptq “ Re tZu cos p2pifctq ´ Im tZu sin p2pifctq (3.59)
for a given carrier frequency.
As a trigonometric identity, the sum of two sinusoids with the same period (or
frequency) that differ by a phase shift form a third sinusoid with a new amplitude
and phase
a cospxq ` b sinpxq “
?
a2 ` b2 ¨ sin px` φq (3.60)
where
φ “ sgnpbq cos´1
ˆ
a?
a2 ` b2
˙
(3.61)
with sgnpbq equal to 1 for b ě 0 and to ´1 for b ă 0. It follows that both the
amplitude and phase of the signal are controllable by Z. Choosing a set of points in
the IQ plane will yield a set of impedances that produce the desired amplitude and
phase change in the scattered electric field. This allows for transmission of arbitrary
IQ constellation (i.e. the set of points in the complex signaling plane) data. This
observation is the basis for vector backscatter modulation.
The scattered electric field is extended such that a signaling constellation in the
IQ plane may be defined and mapped to the scattered electric field from an antenna.
1 In this equation, baseband pulse-shaping is ignored. The pulse-shaping filter (gTtI,Qu) appears
as a time-domain filter applied to the symbols [65, ch. 7].
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Figure 3.5: Relation between load impedance, location on the Smith chart (nor-
malized to the conjugate match) and a signalling constellation in the IQ plane
This mapping is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. A set of points in the IQ plane is defined as
a set of complex coordinates
S “ xi ` jyi (3.62)
where pxi, yiq represent the coordinates of a symbol location in IQ space. This set of
complex points may be directly applied to the Smith chart.
3.7 Scaling the scattered field to fit passive networks
QAM is an IQ modulation technique that operates by independently modulating the
amplitudes of the inphase and the quadrature components. For M total symbols in
the constellation, a single point then represents k “ log2M bits of information and is
termed M-ary QAM. Transmission of QAM generally requires an active transmitter
to generate a high-frequency carrier signal and a phase-shifted version that is then
actively modulated to generate the M symbols.
Though low-power binary transmission techniques were known, it was not previ-
ously considered possible for a low-power device to employ QAM signaling without
on-board carrier generation [43,66]. Following the signal constellation mapping pre-
sented in the above sections will result in impedances that require active amplifiers
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Figure 3.6: Signal constellation in IQ plane, scaled for R, L and C components,
and scaled for R and C only components
for standard QAM constellations. Therefore, it is important to scale the scattered
field to fit within the constraints of passive networks.
For the set of conjugate reflections, Γ˚, to be realizable using passive components,
the set of coefficients and symbols must be confined to be within a circle centered
on the conjugate match with magnitude ď 1. These reflection coefficients are then
scaled by a constant 0 ă α ď 1
Γ˚i “ α ¨
Si
max |S| . (3.63)
Values of α closer to 1 reflect increasing amounts of the incident electric field back
to the transmitter/receiver and result in great backscatter signal strength. In order
to maximize communication distance, as the case would be for devices that do not
rely on scavenging power from the incident field for circuit system power, α is set
to unity. For other devices that make use of RF-to-direct current (DC) conversion
circuits, selecting smaller α will yield improved power conversion at the expense of
backscatter strength [64, 67].
Most UHF RFID antennas are designed to include significant amounts of induc-
tance in order to conjugate match a capacitive tag IC impedance. For such antennas,
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the scaled constellation of equation (3.63) will yield impedances that realizable using
only resistive (R) and capacitive (C) components. However, for a resonant antenna
with approximately real valued impedance Za, the scaled reflection coefficients will
require R, L, and C (resistive, inductive, and capacitive) components. This creates
a problem for monolithic implementation of the backscatter modulator as standard
CMOS processes yield good quality resistors and capacitors but physically large and
low-Q inductors. To make CMOS integration feasible through elimination of L com-
ponents, a further transformation is applied to the constellation to reduce the RLC
set of impedances to RC-only by enforcing the constraint that
Γ˚irRC-Onlys “ β
`
Γ˚i ´ jmin rRe tΓ˚us
˘
(3.64)
where
β “ max pIm tZLuq
max pIm tZLuq ´min pIm tZLuq . (3.65)
This transformation scales and translates the reflection coefficients by the portion of
impedances that lie above the real line in the area that requires inductance. This
also has the effect of compressing the IQ vector space of the constellation, reducing
the average signal power. The result is a tradeoff of reduced backscatter magnitude
compared to the RLC implementation but yielding the desired QAM constellation
with a CMOS process.
In Fig. 3.6, the IQ vector constellation is compared to a RLC constellation and
RC-only constellation. The constellation has been reduced to fit within the passive
network requirements in the RLC case and further reduced and translated in the
RC-only case.
3.8 Chapter conclusion
Starting from a general scattering model, the fields scattered from an antenna have
been described. The scattered field is the combination of a load-independent struc-
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tural scattering term and a load-dependent antenna-mode scattering term. The
scattered field differences for two separate loads are fully described by the differen-
tial scattered electric field. As opposed to the differential RCS which only describes
magnitude difference between states, the differential scattered electric field is com-
plex.
This observation has been used to design a backscatter modulator capable of
transmitting QAM signals. A method to scale the signal to fit with passive network
constraints has been provided. A method for further scaling the backscatter QAM
modulator to be built using only R and C components is also presented. This allows
for single-chip integration of the modulator.
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4Backscatter communication links
This chapter defines a reader-tag system and provides insight into how backscatter
communication works. An analytical description of Doppler spread in a backscat-
ter context is provided along with mathematical descriptions of the general MIMO
backscatter channel.
This chapter provides:
• A baseband signal model of a backscatter communication system
• Description of Doppler spread in backscatter communication
• A general backscatter channel model
4.1 The reader-tag system
A backscatter communication system consists of two key devices. A reader is re-
sponsible for generating and transmitting a carrier signal to the tag. A tag, which
is in essence an antenna with a time-varying load impedance connected, responds to
the incident field by modulating its reflection coefficient. The modulated, scattered
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Figure 4.1: An exemplary reader tag system showing environmental reflections
field is then detected at the reader’s receiver and passed through analog and dig-
ital processing components to higher application layers. A typical tag implements
an envelope detector to demodulate the downlink (reader-to-tag) data. The reader
usually transmits data to the tag by modulating its transmitted signal using simple
ASK techniques. For the tag to transmit uplink (tag-to-reader) data, the reader
emits a single-tone continuous wave (CW) wave. The tag modulates this incident
carrier signal by time-varying changes in the antenna scattering as described in the
previous chapter.
A diagram of a simplified reader-tag system is shown in Fig. 4.1. The reader emits
a single-tone CW signal which the tag modulates. At the reader’s receiver, the fields
detected include the self-jammer signal, the modulated tag response and time-delayed
environmental reflections. Though the diagram depicts a bistatic receiver setup, in a
monostatic setup a self-jammer leakage signal will also appear at the receiver’s front
end due to non-ideal coupling and isolation of the reader components. The electric
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field detected at the receiver is expressed as
E
i
rcv “ EsEnv `Es
1pZLq `N (4.1)
where Es
1pZLq represents the portion of the field scattered by the tag that is inci-
dent on the receiving antenna (i.e. includes scaling and phase shifts due to separa-
tion distance modeled by exppjβrq{r where β is the wavenumber), EsEnv is a vector
representing the sum of all possible environment signal paths including multipath
reflections from nearby scatterers as well as the self-jammer leakage signal, and N is
a noise term which includes thermal noise, noise arising from the object motion, and
channel-induced inter-symbol interference (ISI). After expanding this equation, the
received field is
E
i
rcv “ EsEnv `Es
1pZ˚a qloooooooomoooooooon
EStationary
`
EModulatedhkkkkikkkkj
Γ˚
Er
1
I
1
m
I
1
r
`N (4.2)
“ EStationary `EModulated `N (4.3)
where EStationary represents the load-independent fields including the summation of
all possible multipath signals in the environment as well as the antenna structural
scattering term. The EModulated field, which is the antenna-mode scattering term
detected at the receiver, is determined by the tag load impedance and carries the
data payload. In this initial analysis, time-delayed reflections of the modulated
tag signal are assumed negligible or ignored. Unless the environment is explicitly
known, the interaction between the stationary, or load-independent, fields and the
modulated, or load-dependent, fields cannot be accurately predicted a priori.
Though the antenna structural scattering is present in the received fields, for a
typical environment with strong multipath, the antenna structural scattering cannot
be distinguished from the environmental scattering. Additionally, for a receiving
system that is alternating current (AC) coupled the EStationary term will be rejected
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Figure 4.2: DC coupled demodulated baseband showing the impact of each com-
ponent of the received backscatter signal under multipath/environmental scattering
changes as well as distance change
by the AC coupling or DC offset compensation loop since it is assumed constant
for the duration of a symbol period. In this case, the receiver responds only to
the load-dependent, modulated component, EModulated, of the scattered field. While
the assumption of maximizing antenna backscatter magnitude through constructive
interference from the antenna structural scattering term only holds true for anechoic
environments, it is clear that load selection need not be optimized with regard to the
structural scattering as previous reports claim [60].
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4.1.1 Vector baseband backscatter signaling model
The baseband received fields in equation (4.2) can be expressed as a sum of complex
vectors
Ercv “ A`B `C `N (4.4)
composed of contributions from environmental multipath (A), antenna structural
scattering (B), and load-dependent antenna mode scattering (C).
The data rate (and therefore symbol rate) of the modulated backscatter is as-
sumed much greater than the rate of physical motion of the tag or nearby objects,
and since load-dependent vector C changes with the data rate, the contributions
from environmental scattering and structural scattering (A`B, or EStationary) may
be assumed constant during a particular symbol.
The noise-free case is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). In this figure, a modified Smith
chart normalized to Z0 “ Z˚a is positioned to show the range of the load-dependent
antenna-mode scattering contribution (C) when only passive load impedances are
considered.
Movement of nearby scatterers results in a change in the environmental multipath
contribution. This translates the tag’s total scattered field pB `Cq within the IQ
plane as represented in Fig. 4.2(b). In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4.2(c), changing
the tag-to-reader separation distance rotates total scattered field pB ` Cq due to
the distance-dependent phase shift and scales it in amplitude because of changing
path loss. In the multipath case, as well as the moving-tag case, there is a fixed
phase relationship between structural and antenna-mode scattering which is desirable
because it preserves the transmitted constellation.
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4.2 Doppler spread in backscatter communication
The effect of motion and resulting Doppler spread of the received backscatter signal
is now described.
Assuming a time-harmonic (sinusoidal) CW source radiating from the reader
shown in Fig. 4.1, and current Ir driving the reader transmit antenna, the resulting
far radiated electric field at distance r is
E
r “ ´j η
2λ
Ir`
tx
e
e´jβr
r
(4.5)
where `txe is the effective length of the reader transmit antenna evaluated in the
forward direction of the tag.
The electric field incident on the tag antenna (Ei) at distance rtag is scattered
due to the structural scattering and the antenna-mode scattering. This scattered
field is written
E
s “ EspZ˚a q ` Γ˚
ErIm
Ir
(4.6)
where
E
rpZ˚a q “ ´j
η
2λ
Im`
s
e
ejβr
r
, (4.7)
Er
Ir
“ ´j η
2λ
`
s
e
ejβr
r
(4.8)
and the positive exponential argument in (4.7) indicates a reversal of direction. The
tag antenna effective length for scattering is evaluated in the back direction toward
the receiver. Typically in backscatter communication applications, a monostatic
receiver or receiver with a bistatic angle of zero (co-located transmitter and receiver)
is assumed and the incident angle and scattering angle to the receiver is equivalent.
As previously found by The´venin analysis, the conjugate current is written as
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Im “ `be¨Ei2Ra . Combining, the scattered field is then
E
s “ ´j η
2λ
ˆ
`be ¨Ei
2Ra
˙
`
s
e
ejβr
r
p1` Γ˚q . (4.9)
Expanding this equation with the incident field Ei
E
s “ ´η
2
4r2λ2
Ir`
tx
e |`be|2
2Ra
p1` Γ˚q (4.10)
where radial path r defines the reader-to-tag separation distance and the tag antenna
effective length in the forward direction, `se, and back direction, `
b
e, are equal. This
assumes a monostatic or co-located bistatic with zero bistatic angle radar setup. The
induced voltage on the terminals of the receiving antenna at the reader is
Vrc “ ´η
2
4r2λ2
Ir`
rcv
e `
tx
e |`be|2
2Ra
p1` Γ˚q (4.11)
“Kprq p1` Γ˚q (4.12)
where `rcve , `
tx
e , and `
b
e are the antenna effective lengths of the reader receiving antenna
evaluated in the direction of the backscattering tag, the reader transmitting antenna
evaluated in the direction of the backscattering tag, and the tag antenna evaluated
in the direction of the reader. At distance r, the left half of the expression will be
constant and is represented as a constant complex vector Kprq.
In the receiver, a direct to baseband conversion is performed by mixing a copy of
the transmit signal (LO) with the received signal as shown in Fig. 4.3. This produces
a copy of the tag baseband signal at DC and twice the carrier frequency. A low-pass
filter designed to reject data above the carrier signal removes these components from
the baseband signal. The signal output from the frequency mixing operation are
Vout “ rK 1prq p1` Γ˚qs
`
1` ej2ωt˘ (4.13)
and
Vbb “K 1prq p1` Γ˚q (4.14)
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Figure 4.4: Frequency domain view of CW transmit signal
after low-pass filtering has been applied, where K 1prq is a complex constant deter-
mined by the LO amplitude and phase relative to the incident field that scales the
vectorKprq. This value is constant for a given distance. When a time-varying input
is applied to the complex reflection coefficient Γ˚, this data message can be recovered
from the Vbb voltage, though at a DC offset of K.
One potential source of error in the received data is physical motion causing a
Doppler shift. Assuming a stationary reader and a tag moving radially outward at
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Figure 4.6: Signal output from mixing operation
velocity v, the reader voltage signals are
Vout “Kprq p1` Γ˚q
˜
e
jωt 1
2pi
ˆ
1´ v
c
1` v
c
˙¸
. (4.15)
Mixing with the transmit LO yields
Vout “K 1prq p1` Γ˚q
˜
ejtp 12pi 2vc`vq ` ejt
ˆ
ω` ω
2pi
ˆ
1´ v
c
1` v
c
˙˙¸
.. (4.16)
After filtering and removing high-frequency components greater than the carrier
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frequency, the result is
Vbb “K 1prq p1` Γ˚q
´
ejtp 12pi 2vc`vq
¯
. (4.17)
where
ωdp “
ˆ
1
2pi
2v
c` v
˙
(4.18)
is the Doppler shift frequency in units of radians per second for an object moving
radially away from a reader at velocity v meters per second. The velocity is doubled
as the Doppler penalty is incurred in the forward trip (reader-to-tag) and the return
trip (tag-to-reader).
Under the assumption of a stationary reader and tag, no Doppler effect is present
and the baseband output signals consist of a DC constant and the message signal
applied to the tag reflection coefficient. This assumes that signals with frequency
components above the carrier frequency have been removed. When motion is involved
and a tag is moving with relative velocity v away from the reader, the baseband
output consists of a constant located at the Doppler frequency and the message signal
shifted in frequency each with a distance dependent, and therefore time-varying,
complex vector K 1prq applied. The Doppler shift of the message signal is either
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towards or away from DC depending on tag motion either being away from or towards
the reader, respectively.
In general, object velocity remains well below the data rate of the of the message
signal pv ăă fData Rate ăă cq. For a typical UHF RFID system operating with a
carrier frequency of 915 MHz, a tag velocity of 1 m/s results in a Doppler shift of
only » 6 Hz. Data rates for a common UHF RFID tag employing the EPC Class-
1 Generation-2 protocol are between 40–640 kHz with symbol rates up to 20 MHz
recently reported [16]. Doppler spread for such velocities does not pose a problem
and is easily removed by bandpass filters as Figures 4.4 – 4.7 illustrate.
4.3 The general backscatter channel model
There are many examples and detailed investigations of the UHF backscatter channel
available in the literature [68–74]. In general terms, the backscatter channel is a set
of complex gains applied to the system and easily extendable to multiple-in and
multiple-out (MIMO) backscatter systems as well. The backscatter channel model
presented in this section is based on the backscatter gain matrix used by Arnitz [75].
The backscatter channel is modeled as the concatenation of the forward channel
gain, the differential backscatter reflection coefficient and the return channel [75]. A
backscatter system with L transmit antennas, N receive antennas, n backscatter-
ing devices evaluated over k frequency components is defined. A wave at frequency
fk sent from transmitting antenna TXl to the backscattering tag (BT) BTm is at-
tenuated by the complex forward channel gain clm,k. In simulation, the complex
channel gains are modelled using a random variable with distribution determined
by the fading model. For modeling an indoor backscatter channel, generally a com-
plex Rcian distribution is assumed [69–74,76]. The tag BTm modulates the incident
carrier using a time-varying reflection coefficient and we define ∆Γ˚ as a differen-
tial reflection coefficient between two loads. The modulated signal then returns to
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a receiving antenna and is attenuated by channel gain cmm,k. Combining these, a
complex backscatter gain matrix is formed
Bm,k “
»
—–
c1m,k∆Γ
˚
m,kcm1,k . . . cLm,k∆Γ
˚
m,kcm1,k
...
. . .
...
c1m,k∆Γ
˚
m,kcmN,k . . . cLm,k∆Γ
˚
m,kcmN,k
fi
ffifl . (4.19)
Note that the channel gains are a complex vector that represent the channel gain
for a particular frequency of interest. The value takes into account the multipath
channels, antenna gains/directivities, cable losses and transmit/receiver band limita-
tions. Since all gains have been accounted for, it then follows that Γ˚m,k is a constant
for the gain matrix and may be moved outside. The result then is the differential
reflection coefficient gain applied to the outer product of the forward channel gain
and the return channel gain, or
Bm,k “ ∆Γ˚m,k
»
—– cm1,k...
cm,N,k
fi
ffiflˆ “c1m,k . . . cLm,k‰ (4.20)
where separation of the forward channel frequency response from the return channel
frequency response is clear.
The forward and return channel gains for a particular tag, BTm, form the forward
and return channel frequency response over the bandwidth represented by the k
carriers. In taking the inverse Fourier transform of the forward and return channel
gains, the time-domain impulse response is obtained. This is applied to the time-
varying reflection coefficient presented to the tag antenna, Γ˚ptq, using a time-domain
filter. In this way, tag performance is evaluated in a real-world measured channel to
characterize performance in the presence of multipath, ISI and noise.
Later in this work, an indoor backscatter channel will be measured by forming
the forward and return complex channel gain matrices for varying backscatter tag
locations in an indoor environment. Measured QAM backscatter impedances will
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Figure 4.8: Vector description of error vector magnitude
then be applied, through pulse-shaping, to form the time-domain Γ˚ptq. In this way,
real-world performance of QAM backscatter will be evaluated through use of the
backscatter channel impulse response.
4.4 Signal quality evaluation
A common signal quality metric of a digital communication system is the bit error
rate (BER). BER represents the ratio of number of bit errors to total bits transmit-
ted. This can be seen in most communications textbook where graphs plotting BER
for varying signal-to-noise ratio conditions are shown. The BER curves will vary for
differing modulation schemes. While most textbooks treat the channel as only an
additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) model, BER curves for other channels (i.e.
Rayleigh, Rician, etc.) may also be computed.
The BER metric takes what is essentially a binary view of a communications
system. A bit either is successfully received or is not. It is not useful in describing how
incorrect a symbol is. For this reason, it is useful to use the error vector magnitude
(EVM) metric to measure device performance in noisy conditions. EVM represents
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the mean of the error vector magnitude normalized by the average ideal symbol
power. It is is defined as
EVM “
gffffe
1
N
řN
i“1
´
Ii ´ Iˆi
¯2
`
´
Ii ´ Iˆi
¯2
1
N
řN
i“1
´
Iˆi
2 ` Qˆi2
¯ (4.21)
where Ii and Qi represent the in-phase (i.e. real) and quadrature (i.e. imaginary)
components of the received, demodulated symbol, Iˆi and Qˆi are the ideal in-phase
and quadrature symbol locations, and N is the total number of symbols [77, 78].
4.5 Chapter conclusion
In this chapter, a reader-tag communication system has been defined and described.
This has been used to analyze the basics of bacskcatter communication. A vector
baseband signal model including the structural scattering term, environmental re-
flections, self-jammer, and data-carrying modulated term has been presented. This
model will be experimentally verified in the next chapter.
The effect of Doppler spread in backscatter communications has also been ex-
amined. For a tag moving radially outward from a reader operating at a carrier of
915 MHz, a Doppler shift of 6 Hz will be preset for a tag moving at 1 m{s. Such a
small shift is negligible compared to typical backscatter data rates.
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5Demonstration of wideband QAM backscatter
This chapter provides experimental validation of wideband vector backscatter us-
ing a discrete component device. Using this device, a 4-QAM/4-PSK backscatter
modulator and 16-QAM backscatter modulator is demonstrated. Using the 16 state
modulator, the highest reported backscatter link rate to date of 96 Mbps (raw link
rate) is shown. Experimental results are taken in an indoor channel with minimal
clutter.
This chapter is based on collaborative work by the author [15–17]. The author’s
contributions to the publications presented include design, construction, modeling,
and performance evaluation of the circuits as well as receiver design, transmitter
design, firmware and software and the associated hardware elements.
Contributions in this Chapter:
• Experimental validation of QAM backscatter using two modulators
1. Discrete component 4-QAM/4-PSK modulator
2. Discrete component 16-QAM modulator
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Figure 5.1: Typical UHF RFID system with binary load modulation yielding ASK
or PSK binary demodulated signal [ c©2012 IEEE]
• Experimental demonstration of the highest reported to date backscatter data
rate (96 Mbps, 15.5 pJ/bit)
5.1 Introduction to the discrete component QAM device
UHF RFID systems employing modulated backscatter communication links, such as
those based on the widely deployed ISO18000-6c or EPC Global Class 1 Generation 2
specification[14], have traditionally been analyzed using techniques first developed
to analyze radar systems. This chapter1 demonstrates that scalar valued differential
RCS techniques are unnecessarily limiting for RFID system analysis because of the
inherent coherence of the backscatter link and the complex-valued nature of load
dependent scattering from an RFID tag’s antenna.
In most commonly deployed UHF RFID systems, the UHF backscatter link em-
ploys a simple binary modulation scheme, such as ASK or PSK backscatter generated
by a two-state modulation of the impedance presented to a tag’s antenna (Fig. 5.1).
Because tag to reader distance is generally unknown a priori, most readers employ
1 Portions of this chapter are a derivative of previously published work, c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Thomas et al., “Quadrature amplitude modulated backscatter in passive and
semipassive UHF RFID systems,” IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, April
2012.
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Figure 5.2: Example PSK modulation circuit typical of current generation RFID
tags. Figure derived from [43, Fig. 3] [ c©2012 IEEE]
homodyne I/Q demodulation and rotate the received constellation until it falls on
the real axis before demodulating as if the signal were ASK regardless of whether
the tag’s modulator is configured to generate ASK or PSK modulation. In this pa-
per, we exploit multi-state complex-valued load dependent scattering to yield QAM
backscatter that is compatible with the homodyne reader architecture.
This chapter, based on the author’s previous work [17], demonstrates the use of
load dependent scattering to generate QAM backscatter with a simple modulator
suitable for single-chip CMOS implementation. The modulator has a static power
consumption of only 115 nW. Related work has presented a vector modulator based
on a PIN diode phase shifter controlled by bias currents generated by two DACs [79].
The latter circuit has a static power consumption of 80mW, which is prohibitively
high power consumption for either passive or semi-passive tags. In contrast to the
present approach, it is not suitable for monolithic implementation because PIN diodes
and wideband quadrature hybrids are not available in standard CMOS processes.
The use of QAM in passive and semi-passive UHF RFID opens up many new
avenues for UHF RFID, including higher spectral efficiency than is possible with
ASK or PSK and improved data throughput with reduced on-chip symbol clock
rate.
In the simplest implementation, an M-ary QAM modulation scheme can be im-
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plemented withM distinct load impedances that are switched across the terminals of
the tag’s antenna, although other implementations are possible, including a simple
impedance DAC where weighted arrays of inductors, capacitors, and resistors are
used to reduce the number of lumped elements to fewer than M . In a monolithic
implementation this translates to a reduction in die area and thus a cost and yield
improvement. For many types of antennas it is possible to design such an imped-
ance DAC with only resistors and capacitors, which makes the approach particularly
suitable for CMOS integration.
5.2 Demodulation in passive and semi-passive UHF RFID systems
Current passive and semi-passive RFID tag modulators are designed either to mod-
ulate the real part of the tag IC’s reflection coefficient, yielding ASK backscatter,
or the imaginary part, yielding PSK backscatter. The most common circuit im-
plementation of ASK for passive devices switches between a matched state, which
maximizes power delivered to the passive tag’s power rectifier circuitry, and a load
resistance that introduces a deliberate mismatch to produce a backscatter signal. A
binary PSK modulation circuit is shown in Fig. 5.2 where the modulating transistor
switches a capacitance across the antenna’s terminals to introduce a phase shift in
the scattered field.
Because typical RFID readers employ homodyne receivers, the backscatter link is
coherent to the reader’s transmit local oscillator. Due to this coherence, the phase of
the backscatter as observed in the demodulated baseband changes with tag to reader
distance. As the tag moves radially outward from a reader, the phase of the backscat-
ter field incident on the receiver rotates at a rate of 2pi radians per half-wavelength of
distance. At the 860-950MHz frequencies typically used for UHF RFID, this leads to
a rotation of 2pi every « 16 cm. Since the reader to tag distance r is usually initially
unknown and both ASK and PSK modulation schemes are permitted by most RFID
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Figure 5.3: Cabled test setup (simplified reader) implemented physically as well
as in ADS simulation [ c©2012 IEEE]
standards [14], the reader must be able to demodulate tag signals arriving at any
phase. For binary modulation schemes such as ASK or PSK, the reader’s baseband
signal processing software typically rotates the received signal vector from its arrival
angle in the I/Q plane back to the in-phase axis prior to data slicing to demodulate
the tag’s binary data. Most existing RFID reader hardware is therefore not restricted
to binary ASK/PSK backscatter modulation. While upgraded reader baseband sig-
nal processing software would be required to demodulate M-ary QAM data with
some increase in computational complexity, QAM demodulation is supported by the
existing RFID reader architecture.
5.3 QAM tag modulator design and simulation
Based on the observation from (3.38) that a careful choice of modulating load im-
pedance ZL can yield a scattered E-field component in any quadrant of the complex
plane, a series of modeling exercises were conducted to simulate a practical back-
scatter QAM modulator. Component choices were validated using Agilent Advanced
Design System (ADS) with the simplified reader system model shown in Fig. 5.3.
Modulating impedance values can be chosen by first writing each symbol of the
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desired I/Q constellation in the form
Si “ xi ` jyi (5.1)
where xi represents the in-phase component and yi represents the quadrature com-
ponent of the i-th symbol. In order to produce impedance values realizable with
passive components, all reflection coefficients are confined within a circle about the
conjugate match with magnitude ď 1. These reflection coefficients are then scaled
by a constant 0 ă α ď 1.
Γ˚i “ α ¨
Si
max |S| (5.2)
Values of α closer to 1 reflect increasing amounts of the incident RF power back
to the reader and thus result in higher backscatter signal strength. This is the
typical case for a semi-passive (battery-assisted) tag, such as the one described in
this work, because maximizing the backscatter signal strength gives the longest read
range. Passive tags, however, must harvest their DC operating power from the
incident field. Values of α ! 1 are typical for a passive tag to permit a majority of
the incident field to be absorbed in the energy harvesting circuit. Because α is a
constant that relates power reflection and power transmission coefficients [64,67], the
optimal value will depend on the desired balance between backscattered signal power
and power delivered to the energy harvesting circuit. For binary ASK and PSK, this
tradeoff has previously been analyzed as a function of reflection coefficient [80]. Due
to government regulations limiting the reader’s transmitted power, well-designed
passive RFID systems usually operate in a forward-link limited regime where the
read distance is limited by the ability to deliver power to the tag.
By rearranging the conjugate reflection coefficient Γ˚ from (3.35), we find a set
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of complex impedance values for a given I/Q constellation
ZLi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z˚a
“ Z
˚
a ´ ZaΓ˚i
1` Γ˚i
(5.3)
normalized to Z˚a , the conjugate of the antenna impedance. The resulting modulating
impedances will then fall in all 4 quadrants of a modified Smith chart normalized to
Z0 “ Z˚a .
Because UHF RFID antennas are typically designed to include significant amounts
of inductance in order to nearly conjugate match a capacitive tag IC impedance, all
QAM modulating impedance values may be realizable using only R and C compo-
nents. For example, an antenna designed to match the Impinj Monza4 IC [81] has
an impedance Za “ 11` j143. The required impedance states for a 4-QAM/4-PSK
modulator matched to this antenna with α “ 1 are all capacitive [´j147.6, ´j169.6,
´j116.4, ´j138.4] with C « [1.18 pF, 1.03 pF, 1.49 pF, 1.26 pF] respectively.
However, for a resonant antenna with approximately real-valued Za, modulating
impedances found by solving (5.3) will require R, L, and C components. This creates
a problem for monolithic implementation because standard CMOS processes yield
good quality resistors and capacitors but physically large and low Q inductors. In
order to make CMOS integration feasible by eliminating L components, a transfor-
mation from RLC impedances to RC-only may be found by enforcing the constraint
that
Γ˚iC Only “ β
´
Γ˚i ´ jmin
”
=
`
Γ˚
˘ı¯
(5.4)
for all Γ˚i before re-applying the conversion to impedance values (5.3), where =
`
Γ˚
˘
represents the imaginary portion of the reflection coefficients and
β “
max
”
=
`
ZL
˘ı
max
”
=
`
ZL
˘ı´min ”=`ZL˘ı (5.5)
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Figure 5.4: Smith charts showing ideal and measured modulating impedances for
a M “ 4 PSK/QAM modulation scheme [ c©2012 IEEE]
scales the reflection coefficients by the portion of impedances above the real line. This
transformation compresses the I/Q vector space of the constellation, resulting in a
tradeoff of reduced backscatter amplitude compared to the RLC implementation
but yielding the desired QAM constellation with a CMOS process. Smith charts
showing the conjugate reflection coefficients of the RLC and RC-only constellations
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Table 5.1: Impedance values for 4-PSK / 4-QAM Modulator with L&C components
with Za “ 50Ω, α “ 1
Ideal Impedance States: Z|Za “ 50 Ω Γ Error versus Frequency
(Referenced to 915 MHz)
Z R + jX Ω L/C Value Γ 860 MHz 950 MHz
Z1 0.0´ 20.71j 8.4 pF 0.71 +0.71j 3.66% 2.69%
Z2 0.0´ 120.71j 1.44 pF -0.71 +0.71j 3.8% 2.62%
Z3 0.0` 120.71j 21.0 nH -0.71 -0.71j 3.8% 2.62%
Z4 0.0` 20.71j 3.6 nH 0.71 -0.71j 3.66% 2.69%
Table 5.2: Impedance values for 4-PSK / 4-QAM Modulator with R&C only, with
Za “ 50Ω, α “ 1 [ c©2012 IEEE]
Ideal Impedance States: Z|Za “ 50 Ω Γ Error versus Frequency
(Referenced to 915 MHz)
Z R + jX Ω C Value Γ 868 MHz 950 MHz
Z1 0.0´ 30.9j 5.63 pF 0.45 +0.89j 4.66% 3.39%
Z2 0.0´ 80.9j 2.15 pF -0.45 +0.89j 4.77% 3.33%
Z3 130.9` 0.0j - -0.45 +0.0j 0.0% 0.0%
Z4 19.1` 0.0j - 0.45 +0.0j 0.0% 0.0%
are shown in Fig. 5.4 for a Za “ 50` j0Ω antenna where the compression of vector
space spanned by adjacent symbols is apparent.
5.3.1 Experimental validation
Based on the block diagram in Fig. 5.5, a discrete component semi-passive tag pic-
tured in Fig. 5.6 was constructed to test a 4-state PSK / 4-QAM backscatter mod-
ulator designed with this procedure. Four lumped impedances are connected to an
antenna port through an Analog Devices ADG904 SP4T CMOS FET switch that
is controlled by a TI MSP430F2011 microcontroller. The microcontroller was pro-
grammed to stream 128 bit strings of pseudo-random data to modulate the 4 switch
states at 200k symbols/s, corresponding to a data rate of 400kbps. The static DC
power consumption of the modulator, excluding the power consumption of the micro-
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Figure 5.5: Block diagram of the 4-PSK / 4-QAM semi-passive tag. In this modu-
lator implementation, the number of discrete impedance states is equal to the number
of symbols [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 5.6: Photo of tag used for experimental data. A SP4T switch allows for
4-state modulation schemes controlled by two pins of a microcontroller [ c©2012 IEEE]
controller, is 3.0V at 38.3 nA, or 115 nW. The dynamic power consumption is shown
in Fig. 5.7. In the prototype tag, a MSP430F2011 microcontroller consumes an ad-
ditional 1-2mA (or 3-6mW) when generating the pseudo-random data. A CR2032
3V lithium coin cell battery serves as a power source for the device.
The values of the lumped impedances were designed using (5.4) to match an
antenna with Za “ 50` j0Ω and α “ 1. The calculated values for the L&C and C-
Only cases are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. At a design center frequency of 915 MHz,
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Figure 5.7: Measured DC power consumption of the 4-QAM/4-PSK modulator for
varying data data rates [ c©2012 IEEE]
the nearest standard lumped values were 8.0 pF, 2.2 pF, 22 nH, and 3.9 nH for the
L&C case and 5.6 pF, 2.2 pF, 130 Ω and 19.1 Ω for the C-Only case. The capacitors
have a tolerance of ˘0.1 pF and the inductors have a tolerance of ˘ 0.1nH. As the
carrier frequency deviates from the design center frequency, constellation distortion
is introduced causing a greater EVM, reflecting increasing BER.
Because the prototype semi-passive tag is matched to 50 Ω, a cabled test bench
setup similar to that shown in Fig. 5.3 can be used to characterize the tag. An Agilent
MXG N5181A synthesized RF source set to produce +3dBm at 915MHz was used
as the forward link source. The reflected signal was separated using an MiniCircuits
ZFDC-15-10 15 dB directional coupler and fed to a Linear Technology LT5575 I/Q
demodulator. The baseband I and Q signals were sampled at 8 bit resolution with a
sampling rate of 2 MSPS using an Agilent Infinium DSO8104 oscilloscope. Fig. 5.8(a)
shows the received constellation generated by the L&C modulator while Fig. 5.8(b)
shows the received constellation generated by the C-Only modulator as captured by
the oscilloscope with random I and Q data.
Digitally generated AWGN was summed with the captured time-domain signal
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(a) 4-QAM/4-PSK (L & C) (b) 4-QAM/4-PSK (C-Only)
Figure 5.8: Measured I/Q baseband constellations (density plot) generated by the
semi-passive tag in the cabled test setup [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 5.9: Simulation vs. cabled setup measurement of bit error rate for 4-
QAM/4-PSK modulation [ c©2012 IEEE]
samples. A minimum distance soft decision demodulator was used to obtain BER
curves for the two constellations (L&C, and C-Only) found in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and
the Smith charts of Fig. 5.4. The resulting measured BER curves, shown in Fig.
5.9, showed good agreement with those predicted by MATLAB simulation.
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The final step was to connect the switched impedances to a 50Ω dipole antenna
and perform an over-the-air test of the resulting semi-passive backscatter modulator.
The transmitter employed for this test consisted of an Agilent MXG N5181A syn-
thesized signal source followed by a Mini-Circuits ZHL-5W-2G amplifier yielding a
conducted output power of +30 dBm. The effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
of this transmitter setup was +38.4 dBm given a Yagi antenna of 9dBi gain and a
cable loss of 0.6 dB. A 6 dBi patch receiving antenna was located with close proxim-
ity to the transmitting antenna to minimize the radar bistatic angle. The test setup
used for gathering the over-the-air data is shown in Fig. 5.10.
As the tag moved radially outward with respect to the reader, the baseband
constellation was observed to rotate and scale as expected given the signal model
presented in Fig. 4.2. Due to the indoor environment and the interaction with
multipath signals, some locations in the lab exhibited a deep fade in the detected
backscatter signal. This behavior is typical for any passive or semi-passive back-
scatter system and is not specific to the QAM modulation method presented in this
work.
During initial testing in a typical indoor lab environment, 500,000 bits were trans-
mitted from multiple locations. No more than 1 bit error was observed at any lo-
cation within 4.5 m. This implies a BER of less than « 10´5 over the air in a
low-interference, relatively controlled laboratory setting. Given the experimental
setup, measurement times and thus the number of bits accumulated for error rate
measurements are limited by oscilloscope capture memory depth. The tag was then
fixed at a separation of 2.92 m from the transmit antenna and the RF power feed-
ing the antenna was swept to produce the data shown in Fig. 5.11. Simulation as
well as over-the-air results show the C-Only 4-QAM / 4-PSK constellation perfor-
mance trailed the L&C performance by a margin of approximately +1.5 dB Eb/N0
to achieve equivalent BER. This is a tradeoff due to the reduction in inter-symbol
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Figure 5.10: Test setup for over-the-air measurements [ c©2012 IEEE]
distance brought about by the compression of the C-Only constellation by the factor
β.
5.4 Discussion
The development of passive and semi-passive RFID system models has in most cases
followed directly from radar systems techniques. While scalar valued differential
radar cross section (DRCS) analysis is useful for analyzing binary ASK or PSK
modulation schemes, the DRCS approach is unnecessarily limiting. Because the E
field scattered from a tag antenna is complex-valued, passive and semi-passive RFID
systems can be designed to produce M-ary QAM signals with minimal increase in
cost or complexity at the tag or the reader.
More versatile M-ary modulation schemes also permit an important new design
space for RFID systems. Because a tag’s on-chip oscillator frequency ultimately
limits the symbol rate, not the bit rate, higher values of M yield increased data rate
for a given on-chip oscillator frequency. This in turn allows for fine grained tradeoffs
between on-chip power consumption, data rate, and link margin.
In terms of bandwidth (spectral) efficiency and performance in the presence of
AWGN, 4-QAM/4-PSK and binary PAM have equivalent performance [65, ch. 7].
For a given data rate, the lower symbol rate of 4-QAM/4-PSK permits the QAM
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modulator transistors to switch at half the frequency compared to a binary modu-
lator. In general, an M-ary QAM modulator can be clocked slower by a factor of
log2M . In the digital sections of a tag IC, careful choice of internal memory bus
width and associated data path width may also allow the clock rate driving these
on-chip circuits to be correspondingly reduced. The power dissipation in all of these
sections will thus decrease in accordance with the 1
2
CV 2f model for CMOS power
dissipation. Higher order constellations can improve modulator power efficiency fur-
ther.
As an example, a 16-QAM constellation is shown in Fig. 5.12 for implementation
either with or without inductors. When designed for a 50Ω antenna operating at
915MHz, the α “ 1 C-Only implementation requires a minimum capacitance of
1.93 pF, a maximum capacitance of 12.74 pF, and a maximum resistance of 130.9Ω.
Future work will explore the tradeoffs in the choice of α and β with such higher-order
constellations.
The multi-state RF switch based modulator presented in this chapter is simple
and power efficient, though it trades off die area for simplicity because M switched
impedances are required to implementM-ary modulation. Future modulator designs
can be realized with weighted combinations of R, L, and C components to form simple
impedance DACs that hold the promise of similar power consumption with reduced
die area.
Finally, as the behavior of backscatter links in multipath environments becomes
better understood, it is expected that independent control of the backscatter am-
plitude and phase will allow for modulation schemes to be designed with multipath
immunity as a primary goal.
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Figure 5.11: Measured and simulated over-the-air BER versus Eb/N0 in an indoor
environment for 4-QAM/4-PSK implemented with both inductors and capacitors
(L&C) as well as capacitors only (C-Only) [ c©2012 IEEE]
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Figure 5.12: Ideal impedances for a M “ 16 QAM modulator with Za “ 50Ω and
α “ 1, with and without inductors [ c©2012 IEEE]
5.5 Motivation for the 16-QAM backscatter device
As has been shown, UHF RFID tags achieve low-power wireless communication by
repartitioning the complexity and power of the radio link. Instead of generating and
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of wireless technology bit rates and communication range
[ c©2012 IEEE]
modulating a UHF carrier, UHF RFID tags reduce circuit complexity and power
consumption by backscattering a carrier generated by a remote reader. The scattered
field is demodulated to reproduce the baseband waveform. In a backscatter system,
no transistors are biased for UHF operation. Instead, power is conserved by only
switching tag transistors at baseband data rates. For simple ID-only tags employing
binary ASK/PSK communication, tag operating power can be less than 2.25 µW
[43].
As shown in Fig. 5.13, passive UHF RFID tags based on global UHF RFID
standards [14] typically have sub 10 m operating range with data rates up to 640 kbps.
While UHF RFID operating range can be increased using semi-passive (battery-
assisted) technology, data rates remain low when compared to IEEE 802.11 (WiFi)
or UWB [29]. The high data rate and long operating range of these technologies
come at an increase in power consumption with reported values as high as « 1 W for
some WiFi implementations [82]. This is prohibitively high for low-power, remote
or embedded sensor applications seeking high-bandwidth wireless communication.
In contrast, the backscatter modulator described in this paper is capable of similar
uplink data rates with measured power consumption over 50 times less than a typical
WiFi chipset.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.14: Block diagram of (a) traditional binary backscatter modulator, (b)
PIN diode based vector modulator [79], and (c) high bit rate 16-QAM backscatter
modulator presented in this work [ c©2012 IEEE]
In a typical passive tag employing binary backscatter modulation, the circuit
input impedance is switched between a matched, absorptive state designed to max-
imize RF-to-DC power conversion efficiency and a deliberate impedance mismatch
causing an amplitude or phase change in the scattered electric field. Existing RFID
standards [14] permit the circuit designer to choose between binary amplitude shift
keying (BASK) or binary phase shift keying (BPSK). Historically the modulation is
measured in terms of the DRCS, a scalar value representing the distance between
input impedance states [59]. A typical binary backscatter modulator is shown in
Fig. 5.14(a).
As has been shown, QAM backscatter can be produced with careful control of
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Figure 5.15: Photo of the high-bit rate 16-QAM tag. The PCB board measures
6.8 x 4.9 cm [ c©2012 IEEE]
the tag’s input impedance [7, 17, 79]. For example, the circuit shown in Fig. 5.14(b)
produces IQ backscatter modulation using bias currents to change the impedance of
two PIN diodes connected to a quadrature hybrid [79]. Because this circuit requires
a high bias power consumption of 80 mW and two DACs which introduce significant
power consumption and data rate limitations, it is not compatible with low-power
sensor or wireless applications.
A 16-QAM backscatter modulator, shown schematically in Fig. 5.14(c), is pre-
sented2. This modulator includes a 16-to-1 mux to modulate the circuit impedance
between 16 impedance states. It can be thought of as an “impedance DAC” that
converts a 4-bit digital input to a specified modulating impedance. The assembled
tag, pictured in Fig. 5.15, is implemented as a semi-passive device using a CR2032
3.0 V coin cell battery for DC power and is capable of transmitting 96 Mbps with
the modulator consuming only 1.49 mW (15.5 pJ/bit). Using a +36 dBm EIRP
transmitter operating at 915 MHz, the tag has a theoretical maximum operating
range of 17.01 m.
2 This portion of the chapter is a derivative of previously published work, c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Thomas et al., “A 96 Mbit/sec, 15.5 pJ/bit 16-QAM modulator for UHF
backscatter communication,” in 2012 IEEE International Conference on RFID, April 2012.
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Ideal Measured
Figure 5.16: Comparison between ideal and measured impedance values for a 16-
QAM backscatter modulator plotted on a Z0 “ 50Ω Smith chart [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 5.17: Bistatic test setup for the high data rate QAM modulator [ c©2012 IEEE]
5.6 16-QAM tag modulator design
The 16-QAM modulator in this work is designed for a 50 Ω system (Za “ 50 `
j0 Ω) with β “ 0.5 scaling to eliminate inductors. Conjugate reflection coefficients
measured at the design frequency of 915 MHz are compared to simulated values in
Table 5.3 and shown on a Smith chart in Fig. 5.16. Using the equation for error
vector magnitude (EVM)
EVM “
gffffe 1N
Nÿ
k“1
|SkIdeal ´ SkMeasured |2
max rSIdeals (5.6)
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Table 5.3: Γ˚ values for 16-QAM Modulator with RC components, Za “ 50 Ω, α “ 1
[ c©2012 IEEE]
Ideal Γ˚ Measured Γ˚
Z1 -0.15 -0.19 + j0.03
Z2 -0.45 -0.48 + j0.03
Z3 -0.15 + j0.3 -0.16 + j0.3
Z4 -0.45 + j0.3 -0.46 + j0.29
Z5 0.45 0.44 + j0.04
Z6 0.15 0.15 + j0.02
Z7 0.45 + j0.3 0.44 + j0.33
Z8 0.15 + j0.3 0.15 + j0.29
Z9 0.45 + j0.6 0.42 + j0.63
Z10 0.15 + j0.6 0.09 + j0.6
Z11 0.45 + j0.89 0.44 + j0.9
Z12 0.15 + j0.89 0.18 + j0.89
Z13 -0.15 + j0.6 -0.19 + j0.62
Z14 -0.45 + j0.6 -0.41 + j0.59
Z15 -0.15 + j0.89 -0.14 + j0.9
Z16 -0.45 + j0.89 -0.41 + j0.94
Simulated EVM 868 MHz 2.96%
915 MHz 0%
950 MHz 2.09%
Measured EVM 915 MHz 3.62%
that compares the experimental value of the kth symbol (SkMeasured) to the ideal loca-
tion of the kth symbol (SkIdeal) and normalizes by the maximum ideal symbol mag-
nitude, a symbol EVM of 3.62% was measured at 915 MHz. Simulation results
presented in Table 5.3 indicate small variation (ă 3% added EVM) over the 868–
950 MHz worldwide UHF band.
5.7 Experimental results
Using the test setup of Fig. 5.17, a series of IQ backscatter constellations are mea-
sured. In addition to 16-QAM backscatter, subsets of the 16 impedance states in
Fig. 5.16 are selected to yield 4-QAM/4-PSK and 4-Pulse Amplitude Modulation
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Figure 5.18: Measured IQ backscatter constellations operating over a 915 MHz
carrier at a separation distance of 2.75 m from a +23 dBm RF source. Data rates
for the constellations shown are 1 Mbps (500,000 symbols/sec) for 4-PAM (a) and
4-QAM/4-PSK (b) and 2 Mbps (500,000 symbols/sec) for 16-QAM (c) [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 5.19: Measured DC power consumption of the 16-QAM backscatter mod-
ulator over a range of data rates [ c©2012 IEEE]
(PAM). Measurements in Fig. 5.18 are taken over-the-air using a +23 dBm RF
source operating at 915 MHz and tag-to-reader separation by 2.75 m. The symbol
rate of the modulator was held constant at 500,000 symbols/sec for all three constel-
lations resulting in bit rates of 1 Mbps for 4-PAM and 4-QAM/4-PSK and 2 Mbps
for 16-QAM.
The DC power consumption of the modulator was also characterized. This mea-
surement only includes power required for the 1-to-16 Mux modulator implemented
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Table 5.4: 16-QAM Backscatter Link Budget [ c©2012 IEEE]
λ Pt Gt, Gr ∆RCS, min. Pr rmax.
96 Mbps 33 cm +28 dBm 8 dBi 0.03 m2 -63.2 dBm 17.01 m
60 Mbps 33 cm +28 dBm 8 dBi 0.03 m2 -65.2 dBm 19.20 m
40 Mbps 33 cm +28 dBm 8 dBi 0.03 m2 -67.0 dBm 21.25 m
Figure 5.20: Measured baseband constellation of a 16-QAM modulator transmit-
ting 96 Mbps at a distance of 1.24 m from a +23 dBm, 915 MHz reader [ c©2012 IEEE]
using Analog Devices ADG904 CMOS SP4T RF switches and ignores data generation
logic feeding the modulator. As the data rate increases, DC consumption increases
following 1
2
CV 2f CMOS switching speed as shown in Fig. 5.19. Continuous oper-
ation at 96 Mbps requires 1.49 mW of DC power resulting in an energy per bit of
15.5 pJ.
Due to switching characteristics and state transition time of the SP4T switches,
a large settling time (« 25 ns) was needed to reduce intersymbol interference and
constellation noise. This resulted in a maximum usable symbol frequency of 12 MHz
corresponding to a bit rate of 96 Mbps. Maximum bandwidth for the QAM modu-
lator of Fig. 5.14(c) is determined by switching characteristics and state transition
time.
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A measured 96 Mbps 16-QAM constellation is shown in Fig. 5.20. The red dots
showing demodulated data points are compared to the blue marks representing ideal
symbol locations. The modulator was measured using a 915 MHz +23 dBm RF
source placed 1.24 m away from the tag in a typical indoor environment. This link
budget is summarized in Table 5.4. During transmission of 196,736 bits, zero bit
errors were observed, for a corresponding bit error rate (BER) of ă 5.08ˆ 10´6 and
measured EVM of 9.38%.
Equation (5.7) can be used to estimate range assuming free space propagation,
no polarization loss and a semi-passive tag that is not limited by available power.
Theoretical maximum operating distances for varying data rates using a standard
+36 dBm EIRP transmitter (Table 5.4) are found by assuming spectral efficiency of
1 bps/Hz, a measured reader noise figure of 19 dB and a 12 dB Eb{No margin. For
operation at 96 Mbps, a theoretical maximum distance of 17.01 m is found using the
minimum differential RCS of the constellation [59].
rmax. “
ˆ
PtGtGr∆RCSλ
2
Pr p4piq3
˙1{4
(5.7)
Using the same test setup and conditions as the over-the-air test for Fig. 5.20,
EVM for varying data rates is measured. As the data rate increases, the measured
EVM in Fig. 5.21 also increases. This result is largely attributed to the switch
transition time of the SP4T CMOS switches dominating the bit period as the symbol
frequency increases.
5.8 Discussion
In this chapter, a 96 Mbps 16-QAM UHF backscatter modulator was presented,
consuming only 15.5 pJ/bit or 1.49 mW of power. The modulator was implemented
as a semi-passive tag capable of producing 4-QAM/4-PSK, 4-PAM, and 16-QAM
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Figure 5.21: Measured EVM of a 16-QAM tag placed 1.24 m away from a
+23 dBm, 915 MHz reader with a varying data rate [ c©2012 IEEE]
backscatter. Using a 915 MHz transmitter with +36 dBm EIRP, this backscatter
data link has a theoretical maximum operating distance of 17.01 m at 96 Mbps or
21.25 m at 40 Mbps. This device is suitable for ultra low-power wireless applications
requiring high-bandwidth communication such as remote camera sensors or wireless
audio.
5.9 Chapter conclusion
This chapter has provided the first ever experimental demonstration of vector mod-
ulated backscatter. Results were obtained from a device built from discrete com-
ponents for 4-QAM and 16-QAM signalling. The 16 state modulator is capable of
transmitting data at a rate of 96 Mbps for a total communication power efficiency
of 15.5 pJ/bit.
This chapter validates vector modulated backscatter as a means for extremely
low-power, high-data rate communication and has been demonstrated in a clutter-
free indoor environment.
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6Adaptive channel equalization for wideband QAM
backscatter
This chapter provides a description of the performance of QAM backscatter through-
out a measured indoor backscatter channel. Due to the high data rate, the backscat-
ter QAM signal is a wideband signal with respect to the channel and the received
signal includes frequency-selective and multipath fading. The chapter describes a re-
ceiver designed for wideband QAM backscatter reception that implements adaptive
equalization based on decision feedback equalizer (DFE). The equalizer adapts a set
of filter weights to remove the frequency selective and multipath fading caused by the
channel. Performance of the DFE receiver is evaluated in both simulated Rayleigh
channels and a measured indoor channel.
Contributions in this chapter:
• Description of a receiver for wideband QAM backscatter
• Validation of the adaptive DFE against time varying backscatter channels
• Performance of wideband QAM backscatter throughout a measured indoor
channel
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Figure 6.1: Example fading in a traditional (1-way) channel
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Figure 6.2: Example fading in a backscatter (roundtrip) channel
6.1 Fading in backscatter channels
A traditional communication channel is a one-way transmission with path loss is
proportional to 1{r2. In a backscatter channel, the signal propagates as a round
trip transmission and incurs both forward and return path loss. At first glance,
attenuation in a backscatter channel may appear equivalent to a doubling of distance
in a one-way transmission. However, this is not true as attenuation in a backscatter
channel is proportional to 1{r4.
A comparison between fading in a traditional link and fading in a backscatter
link is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. In Fig. 6.1 an exemplary magnitude response
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for a one-way link over a range of frequencies is shown. Doubling the communication
distance reduces the magnitude response by by 6 dB over the entire frequency range.
In contrast, Fig. 6.2 shows the magnitude response for a round trip (backscatter)
channel. In this link, the signal is attenuated by the forward channel as well as the
return channel resulting in much greater attenuation compared to the one-way link.
The backscatter channel exhibits deeper and broader nulls in the frequency re-
sponse of the channel as compared to a traditional link. Similarly, the effects of
time-varying fading in a backscatter channel result in faster and more pronounced
changes within the channel response. For these reasons, it has remained an open
question whether a channel equalizer could improve wideband data reception in a
backscatter channel. In this chapter, a series of experiments are presented to ana-
lyze wideband backscatter QAM performance in both simulated as well as measured
channels. These experiments demonstrate the first application of a channel equal-
izer in a backscatter communication system demonstrating a 59% improvement in
average EVM compared to the unequalized signal.
6.2 Wideband backscatter channel system model
The general wideband backscatter channel system model used in this work is shown
in Fig. 6.3. Further description and details of this model are available in the literature
[70, 71]. In the model, a constant, CW signal is first sent through a reader transmit
gain amplifier block. In the U.S., this output power is limited to +36 dBm EIRP,
the transmit power summed with the peak antenna gain. The ‘transmit gain’ block
in the model is tuned to simulate a total +36 dBm EIRP (4 W) signal output power.
This narrowband, single tone CW output is then passed through a forward channel
gain block. The attenuation and phase rotation of this block vary with tag location
due to multipath interference. The attenuated forward link signal is then amplified
by the gain of the tag antenna.
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Figure 6.3: Backscatter communication system block diagram
For the tag model, binary input data is mapped to a QAM impedance symbol
using a Γ˚ symbol mapping block. This complex baseband symbol is upsampled to
the simulation sampling frequency using a root-raised cosine filter. The upsampling
ratio is determined by the simulation sampling frequency and data symbol rate.
The upsampled, complex baseband symbol is mixed with the tag incident signal
and amplified by the tag antenna gain a second time before being sent over the return
channel. The baseband data bandwidths used in this model extend from 1 MHz
up to 20 MHz (4 Mbps and 80 Mbps, respectively, for 16-QAM signalling). As
coherence bandwidth for backscatter channels may only be 1–3 MHz, the modulated
signal is not narrowband with respect to the channel [70]. The return channel gain
operates as a filter (the channel impulse response) that is applied to the modulated
data signal. The return channel gain includes frequency-selective multipath fading
and ISI introduced by the channel model. In this chapter, this model is applied
to operation in simulated channel models (Gaussian and Rayleigh) and a measured
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Figure 6.5: Decision feedback equalizer (adaptive) block diagram
indoor backscatter channel.
The signal incident at the receiving antenna (not shown) is passed into the QAM
receiver which consists of a LNA with 30 dB gain, a matched filter (root raised
cosine) for downsampling to the symbol rate, and a channel equalizer. Noise mod-
elled as AWGN is added to the signal before downsampling conversion. Details of
the equalizer and its effect on communication performance is discussed next in this
chapter.
6.3 Overview of channel equalization
The block diagram for a communications system with a linear channel equalizer is
shown in Fig. 6.4. The equalizer consists of a multi-tap digital filter with adjustable
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tap weights. The goal of channel equalization is to compensate for the frequency
selective fading effects of the channel and remove the resulting ISI.
This is accomplished in the system model by first transmitting known symbol
data from a frame or packet preamble through the channel. During this training
phase, the known data is used by the equalizer to update and adjust the filter tap
weights in order to minimize the error between the known data and the filter output.
The weights are updated according to a user-selectable optimization algorithm such
least mean squares (LMS) or minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithms. In
the equalizer in this work, the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm with a forget
factor of 0.97 is used.
After the training period of the frame/packet preamble, the weights of a linear
equalizer filter are set and stay constant for the balance of the frame. The final result
is removal of the channel effects and an improvement in bit detection and data error
rates.
An adaptive, nonlinear DFE is shown in Fig. 6.5. The additional blocks in this
circuit, compared to the linear equalizer, are highlighted in red. The DFE splits
the single filter into a feedforward filter and a feedback filter. A quantizer, which
operates on the output from the feedforward filter, passes the quantized data to the
feedback filter. The weights for both filters are determined by the summation of the
two filter outputs. During training mode the known sequences are used to initially
set the filter weights. After training, the quantized data is used to continually adapt
and update the filter weights throughout the entire frame. Since the weights are
determined by the output of a nonlinear quantizer operation, the DFE is considered
a nonlinear operation.
The DFE has two main advantages over the linear feedback equalizer of Fig. 6.4.
Since the feedback filter operates on the quantized, noiseless data, a better approx-
imation of the channel effects can be formed and removed from the input data. A
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second advantage is that the DFE continues to update the filter weights and coef-
ficients after the training period is over. The adaptive filter is able to compensate
for channel impairments that may change within the duration of a frame/packet
transmission period.
For more detailed information, an excellent beginning source for adaptive equal-
ization (and equalization in general) is the work of Qureshi [83].
6.4 Simplified simulation model for simulated channels
To characterize the equalizer performance, a simplified simulation model based on
the general backscatter channel model is used. The simulation shown in Fig. 6.6
tests the performance of equalization in various channel models. This model is based
on the linear function of the transmit gain, (narrowband) forward channel gain, and
tag antenna gains in the general wideband model of Fig. 6.3. These functions are
combined and applied to the return channel gain as a single complex multiplier.
This simplifies the backscatter QAM simulation to that shown in Fig. 6.6 where the
“channel” block includes the forward channel gains as well as the wideband return
channel impairments and additional AWGN. The AWGN noise model is derived
from a typical receiver thermal noise sensitivity (-88 dBm) and held constant for the
duration of the simulation. As the tag location and backscatter channel change, the
received signal power is also affected. For this reason all Eb{N0 metrics presented in
this chapter are measured at the receiver input port.
To better illustrate this simulation, an annotated version of the block diagram is
shown in Fig. 6.7. The transmitted constellation is represented as a set of complex
values shown in the upper left of the figure. After pulse shaping has been applied
to the transmitted symbols, an eye diagram of the transmitted signal is shown for
both the in-phase and quadrature signals. A heat map of the received signal after
transmission through the channel shows exemplary scaling phase rotation caused by
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Figure 6.6: Simulation model for statistical channel models
the Gaussian channel. This received signal is then downsampled to baseband, filtered
using the channel equalizer and then demodulated. The final annotation in the lower
left compares the received symbols (blue dots), equalized symbols (red dots), and
transmitted symbols (black dots). This simulation is the basis for the experiments of
wideband QAM backscatter using channel models. A summary of the model details
is shown in Table 6.1.
6.4.1 Frame format
The frame format for data transmission is shown in Fig. 6.8. In a single frame,
100 known training symbols are transmitted. This is followed by the payload which
consists of 600 symbols and a tail of 20 symbols. The header and tail portions of
the frame are constant for all transmissions throughout the simulation and random
data for each frame is inserted in the payload. The simulation assumes perfect
synchronization and knowledge of the training data at the receiver.
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Figure 6.7: Annotated simulation model for statistical channels models
Header Payload Tail
100 Symbols 600 Symbols 20 Symbols
(Training Data)
Figure 6.8: Frame format used in data transmission
6.5 Linear backscatter equalization in the Friis channel
Use of an equalizer in a Gaussian, or Friis channel [56], is investigated. The channel
impairment models single-path propagation with the complex exponential
K “ α ¨ exppjβq. (6.1)
In the complex baseband, this expression attenuates and rotates the phase of the
transmitted constellation. The linear equalizer filter therefore needs only to imple-
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Figure 6.9: Single frame of simulation, Gaussian channel with linear equalizer
ment and adjust 1 filter weight (consisting of a real component and an imaginary
component) to fully account for and remove the channel impairments.
Exemplary results from this simulation are shown in Fig. 6.9. While this figure
represents a single frame (i.e. location) for a tag placed in a non-static channel,
the simulation is approximates a moving tag. Shown in the results are the raw,
received constellation in the upper left and the equalized constellation output from
the receiver in the lower right. Blue indicates the received point, and a red circle
around the blue dot indicates a symbol error. Bit error rates for the frame are below
the constellation plots. The upper right plot shows the equalizer weights. For the
Gaussian channel, only 1 tap with real and imaginary components are required. The
blue line indicates the real portion of the tap weight and the magenta line indicates
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the imaginary portion of the tap weight. Finally, the lower right plot displays the
symbol error magnitudes after equalization over the duration of a symbol. The error
magnitude falls quickly during the training phase of the frame and stays below 10 dB
during demodulation of the payload.
This result shows that in the simple channel, a single tap equalizer can be imple-
mented in a receiver for demodulation of QAM backscatter. Without equalization,
accurate data recovery in such a channel is not possible. In this simulation, the tag
is modulating data at a rate of 20 Msym/sec (aggregate link rate of 80 Mbps) on a
carrier of 915 MHz with a 16-state C-Only backscatter QAM constellation centered
around an incident carrier frequency of 915 MHz and a 50 Ω antenna. The channel is
implemented as a single-path Rayleigh channel object in MATLAB with a maximum
Doppler shift of 330 Hz.
The equalizer is implemented as a single tap equalizer with 1 real and 1 imaginary
component per tap. The algorithm for updating the weights is the RLS algorithm
with a forget factor (λ) of 0.97.
6.6 Linear backscatter equalization in the Rayleigh channel
Next, the effects of wideband QAM backscatter in a more realistic yet pessimistic
channel model is shown. The Rayleigh channel models a radio channel where no line
of site is present [68,69,73,74]. For RFID environments, the Rayleigh channel serves
as a pessimistic or worst-case scenario. Often a line of sight path will be present in
backscatter communication situations where higher data transfer rates are possible.
The Rayleigh channel for this simulation models multipath effects from 3 separate
paths with a maximum Doppler shift of 330 Hz. This introduces multipath ISI and
attenuation and scaling of the transmitted constellation. An 8-tap linear equalizer is
implemented with a RLS algorithm and forget factor (λ) of 0.97. In this simulation,
the symbol rate is 20 Msym/sec (80 Mbps).
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Figure 6.10: Single frame of simulation, Rayleigh channel with linear equalizer
As evident from the exemplary frame result shown in Fig. 6.10, the 8-tap equalizer
is able to compensate for some of the channel impairments. This is best seen in
the difference between the raw BER of 0.5 for the received, un-equalized and the
BER of 0.1 for the received, equalized constellation. As the equalizer learning curve
displays, the linear equalizer has a difficult time compensating for the channel effects
and updating filter weights during the payload transmission. An adaptive solution is
therefore required to mitigate the channel effects and keep the error low throughout
a frame transmission.
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Figure 6.11: Single frame of simulation, Rayleigh channel with adaptive equalizer
(DFE)
6.7 Adaptive backscatter equalization in the Rayleigh channel
As shown in the previous section, for a channel with multipath propagation, a lin-
ear equalizer is able to mitigate some of the channel effects but leaves room for
improvement. For this reason, a nonlinear, adaptive DFE block is included in the
receiver. This equalizer updates its weights through the frame using feedback from
the detector. The equalizer consists of two filters – the feedforward filter and the
feedback filter. In this simulation, the feedforward filter has 6 (complex) taps and
the feedback filter has 2 (complex) taps for a total of 8 taps. The weight updating
algorithm is again the RLS algorithm with a forget factor (λ) of 0.97. One minor
difference to note is that DFE implementation operates at twice the clock speed of
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Table 6.1: Details of the system model
Name Symbol Value
Carrier Frequency fc 915 MHz
Transmit Power Pt 30 dBm
Transmit Ant. Gain Gt 6 dBi
Transmit EIRP PEIRP 36 dBm
Receive Ant. Gain Gr 6 dBi
Tag Ant. Gain Gtag 3 dBi
Receiver Sensitivity - -88 dBm
Equalizer Algorithm - RLS
RLS Forget Factor λ 0.97
the linear equalizer and uses 2 samples per symbol.
Using the same Rayleigh multipath channel with 3 paths and a maximum Doppler
shift of 330 Hz, the results from the receiver implementing DFE are shown in
Fig. 6.11. While the raw, received un-equalized constellation has a BER of 0.49,
the received equalized constellation has a BER of 0.00042. The adaptive updating
of the filter taps can also be interpreted from the equalizer learning curve. There are
times when the symbol error starts to rise, but due to the adaptive decision updating,
once again drops back down. This is most evident around symbol index 600 where
a rise followed by a fall in the error can be seen.
Even in the pessimistic, non line-of-sight Rayleigh channel model, the adaptive
equalizer is able to adapt to the changing multipath channel and greatly decrease
the receiver error for the 16-QAM backscatter transmission. Based on these simula-
tions using statistical models of channels, the DFE is selected for use in the receiver
intended for demodulation in measured, indoor channels.
6.8 Measured wideband QAM backscatter
A backscatter channel is fully characterized by the forward and return channel gains
[70,71,75]. This can be observed in the wideband backscatter model shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.12: Annotated description of the measured channel results screen
In order to validate wideband backscatter QAM performance, an indoor backscatter
channel was measured over varying frequency and location within an indoor hallway.
The author extends thanks to Dr. Daniel Arnitz for sharing the channel measure-
ments used in this work.
6.8.1 Channel measurement setup
The 3rd floor of the Fitzpatrick Center for Interdisciplinary Engineering, Medicine
and Applied Sciences (CIEMAS, address: 101 Science Dr, Durham, NC 27705) was
chosen as the measurement location. This area consists of a long corridor, an open
area with elevators on one side and windows on the opposing side, and a glass
“bridge” connecting two wings of the building. The measurement setup for this
experiment is documented and described elsewhere [75,84]. This area includes highly
reflective multipath surfaces from the two metal elevator doors as well as the large
glass windows.
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For the measurement, a MIMO transceiver was built using a set of distributed
transmit antennas and receive antennas connected via cables and switches to a vec-
tor network analyzer (VNA). The transmitting antennas remained in fixed positions
while the receiving antenna were moved throughout the environment. The system
was controlled via a computer running MATLAB software. To measure the forward
and return channel transfer functions for a tag, the receive antennas were affixed to
a mobile cart that was moved throughout the indoor environment. At each location,
the VNA recorded the frequency response for each set of antenna combinations. This
data was used to measure the channel transfer functions and find the complex base-
band channel impulse response. The measurement was performed over the frequency
band from 0.1 – 2 GHz in 2 MHz steps using 2 dBi antennas (near-omnidirectional).
Since omnidirectional antennas were used for the entire experiment, the channel rep-
resents worst-case scenarios. Switching to directive antennas “aimed” toward the
receiving antenna would result in improved multipath performance compared to this
measurement. The final measurement result allows for backscatter communication
performance to be evaluated throughout a measured channel that includes location
dependent ISI resulting from multipath and location dependent attenuation and
phase-rotation.
6.8.2 Results
Motion of the backscatter tag was simulated in MATLAB. A motion path was cre-
ated where the tag was moved through the corridor, the main area surrounding the
elevators and glass, and then across the bridge. At each location, a frame was trans-
mitted from the tag to the receiver following the model of Fig. 6.3. A CW signal
was transmitted through the measured forward channel to the tag. The measured
tag reflection coefficient modulated the incident carrier signal by mapping the input
data stream to the corresponding impedance and reflection coefficient combination.
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Table 6.2: EVM for varying data rates in the measured channel (DFE receiver)
Symbol Rate Link Rate EVM† EVM†(dB)
20 MHz 80 Mbps 0.4892 -3.11
5 MHz 20 Mbps 0.2325 -6.33
2 MHz 8 Mbps 0.1928 -7.15
†Avg. value, initial corridor (first 60 locations) ignored.
This modulated data was upsampled using a root raised cosine filter and passed
through the wideband return channel. The signal at the receiver was then passed
through a 30 dB LNA before matched filter downsampling and equalization. Noise
(AWGN) was added at the receiver, before downsampling, to model a reader with a
thermal-noise limited sensitivity of -88 dBm.
The equalizer implementation was selected based on previous simulations. A
nonlinear, adaptive DFE with 8 total taps (6 feedforward, 2 feedback) was chosen.
The weight update algorithm was RLS with forget factor (λ) of 0.97.
A screenshot of the measurement results window is shown in Fig. 6.12. In the
upper left, the raw, un-equalized constellation is shown. Below this, the equalized
constellation is shown. For both constellations, a blue dot is a received symbol
and a red circle surrounding the blue dot represents a symbol error (incorrectly
demodulated symbol). The map of the measurement area is shown in the upper
right. The reader (transmit and receive antenna) is shown in the middle of the map
as a red dot. The second red dot indicates the current tag location. The tag location
is moved throughout the environment following the gray path. Finally, the received
Eb{No (referenced to the receiver input port) is shown as well as filter weights and
equalizer error or learning curve.
As expected from previous model-based channel simulations, the equalizer greatly
reduces BER and improves receiver performance. A BER curve for 8 Mbps data rate
from the tag for all 176 measured locations along the path through the environment
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Figure 6.13: Measured BER “waterfall” for backscatter 16-QAM in the indoor
channel where Eb{N0 varies with tag position
is compared to theoretical 16-QAM curve, generated from MATLAB’s bertool, in
Fig. 6.13. The measured values are close to the theoretical limit. A second plot in
Fig. 6.15 shows the Eb{N0 power at the receiver for all positions of the tag throughout
the simulation. In this plot, locations where the received Eb{N0 was below 16 dB are
marked in red to indicate dropouts in performance caused by poor signal-to-noise
ratio at the receiver.
In the measurement setup, the measured channel impulse response has a band-
width of 200 MHz. Symbol rates from the tag were varied from 1 MHz to 20 MHz
and performance was evaluated as seen in Fig. 6.14. The data are shown in Table 6.2
in tabular form. Since lowering the data rate increases average bit energy, it follows
that increasing the data rate increases average EVM. For a link rate of 8 Mbps, an
average EVM of -7.15 dB is measured. However, for the link rate of 80 Mbps, a EVM
of -3.11 is measured. This value of EVM is found after ignoring the initial locations
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Figure 6.15: BER over all positions in simulation
in the corridor where no data is able to be detected due to high attenuation along
the forward and return paths.
Though average EVM is a useful comparison metric, a histogram of the re-
ceived EVM better illustrates the impact of the equalizer on system performance.
In Fig. 6.16, a histogram of the received EVM for a data rate of 20 Mbps is shown.
Figure 6.16(a) shows EVM performance when using a linear equalizer at the receiver.
This histogram shows error values clustered around three locations indicating posi-
tions where the equalizer fully compensates for channel effects (EVM« 10´1), posi-
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Figure 6.16: Histogram of EVM for 20 Mbps data rate with (a) linear equalizer
and (b) DFE
tions where the equalizer has partial effects (EVM« 10´0.6) and positions where the
equalizer does not work (EVM« 100). However as Fig. 6.16(b) shows, the adaptive
equalizer further improves EVM performance. Using the DFE, errors are clustered
around two points where the equalizer is able to fully compensate for the channel
impairments (EVM« 10´1) and where the equalizer cannot function due to poor
received signal-to-noise ratio (EVM« 100). When no equalization is used at the
receiver, the system is unable to detect and recover any data from the tag. With an
average EVM of approximately 100% for the unequalized data, the DFE operates
with a 59% improvement in average EVM at a 20 Mbps data rate. Compared to the
linear equalizer, the DFE operates with a 9% improvement in average EVM for a
20 Mbps data rate.
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6.9 Chapter conclusion
This work is the first investigation of adaptive equalization for backscatter QAM
systems. The results show that backcsatter QAM is feasible in highly multipath
indoor channels. Data rates of 20 Mbps were possible throughout the surveyed area
with isotropic (0 dBi) antennas used in measurement. However, this rate could be
improved with directive antennas and/or additional reader transmit power.
This chapter has shown the characterization of wideband QAM backscatter in
simulated model-based channels as well as measured indoor channels. A nonlinear,
adaptive equalizer with decision feedback was implemented in the receiver to mitigate
channel impairments such as multipath ISI. A general wideband backscatter channel
model was provided as well as a simplified simulation model both including a receiver
structure that includes channel equalization. Results were shown for performance in
simulated channel models as well as a measured indoor channel. The equalizer was
able to successfully remove the channel effects and allow for the transmitted data
from the tag to be recovered. For a data rate of 20 Mbps, the adaptive equalizer
improves average EVM performance by 9% compared to a linear equalizer and 59%
average EVM improvement compared to the unequalized signal.
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7A single-chip backscatter neural/EMG telemetry
system
An integrated, single-chip, high-data rate binary phase shift keying (BPSK) back-
scatter system is described. The device operates with a data rate of 5 Mbps, well
beyond the traditional limitation of 640 bps [14]. This enables unique low-power
sensing applications such as remote biosignal acquisition and passive wireless audio
recording.
Two experiments are described: the first is a highly integrated chip that includes a
digital backscatter modulator for communication and is designed to wirelessly record
10 neural and 4 electromyography (EMG) inputs from a dragonfly in flight. Without
the high-data rate backscatter modulation, as this chapter will show, achieving the
required bandwidth at such a low power cost is not possible. Secondly, this chap-
ter presents the first ever experimental transfer of audio and images using digitally
modulated backscatter. These applications present a glimpse into the future of back-
scatter technology as it will be used to transport increasing amounts of data. The
binary backscatter communications system used by this chip serves as a baseline for
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next-generation multi-state vector backscatter modulator systems.
This chapter is based on collaborative work by the author [7, 8, 30]. The au-
thor’s contributions to the publications presented here include physical layer and ra-
dio architecture simulation, design and characterization, as well as power-harvesting
circuitry simulation and design, design of experimental tests for validation and eval-
uation, reader analog component design and testing, and overall system performance
characterization.
Contributions in this Chapter:
• Description of a backscatter based wirelessly powered system for wireless, in-
flight multichannel biosignal recording of freely-moving insects.
• First demonstration of a “rich-media” backscatter tag capable of streaming
multichannel digital audio and image transmission (5 Mbps, 4 pJ/bit)
7.1 Wireless neural recording
This section1 describes a fully-passive wireless neural recording solution for freely-
moving insects. The study of neural activity during behavior is a topic of intense
interest in neuroscience, but progress is often slowed by the difficulty of measuring
the activity of multiple neurons in a moving animal. For example, dragonflies are
predatory insects that catch prey on the wing, intercepting their targets during prey
capture flights of 0.5–1.0 m in distance [85]. Dragonflies of the species Libellula lydia,
which initiate foraging flights from a perch, weigh about 400 mg and can maintain
their interception behavior with payloads of up to 33% of their body weight, or
about 130 mg. This small payload capacity presents severe challenges for designing
1 Portions of this chapter are a derivative of previously published work, c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Thomas et al., “A battery-free Multichannel Digital Neural/EMG telemetry
system for flying insects,” IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Circuits and Systems, October 2012.
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup in the dragonfly flight arena [ c©2012 IEEE]
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Photographs of the wireless telemetry package mounted on a dragonfly
(a) and the dragonfly perch and reader enclosure (b) inside the flight arena [ c©2012
IEEE]
instrumentation that can measure the electrical activity of one or more neurons in
the dragonfly nervous system during flight.
The weight and volume associated with bulk energy storage devices such as bat-
teries or supercapacitors are the primary concerns in achieving long run-times in
such small animals. The system described here addresses this challenge by eliminat-
ing bulk energy storage from the telemetry device altogether.
The experimental setup in the dragonfly flight arena is shown in Fig. 7.1. The
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dragonfly being studied carries a dipole antenna attached to a chip-on-flex telemetry
package. Prey capture experiments take place in the volume of space above a perch
box enclosing the perch antenna as well as the reader transmitter (BSTx) and receiver
(BSRx). The coordinate system shown in Fig. 7.1 is used throughout this work to
describe the working volume above the perch box. A photograph of the telemetry
module attached to a dragonfly and a photograph of the perch and reader enclosure
are shown in Fig. 7.2.
A block diagram of the telemetry system is shown in Fig. 7.3. All of the energy
required to operate the device is transmitted wirelessly in the form of an ultra-
high frequency (UHF) radio signal that originates from a base-station transmitter
mounted in the perch box. This signal is coupled by means of far-field (radiative)
coupling to a dipole antenna carried by the dragonfly, and converted to DC operating
power by means of an on-chip RF power harvesting circuit.
Wireless power transmission is generally found to be inefficient when the unteth-
ered device moves over a large operating volume. This includes the 0.5-1 m region
above the dragonfly perch where particularly interesting prey capture behavior oc-
curs. In this system, a +36 dBm (4 W) transmitter is used as the power source,
but as little as a few milliwatts may be available from a dragonfly-carried dipole in
the far field. This is because the transmitted power in the far field is spread over
a wide area, resulting in a low power density. In an unobstructed and uncluttered
environment with minimal multipath, the energy available at the receiving antenna
decreases with the path loss as 1{r2. Power consumption in the telemetry IC must
therefore be minimized in order to maximize the distance from the transmitter at
which the IC can operate reliably from harvested energy alone.
Modulated backscatter is produced at the telemetry IC by modulating a FET to
switch a time varying, deliberate impedance mismatch across its antenna terminals.
This results in a time varying scattered field from its antenna. The modulating FET
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Figure 7.3: System block diagram [ c©2012 IEEE]
is driven by a 5.0 Mbps BPSK data stream carrying the desired telemetry data.
As has been previously shown, modulated backscatter has the benefit of reparti-
tioning much of the circuit complexity and power consumption of the communication
link from the telemetry IC to the reader. The backscatter modulator is extremely
simple, consisting only of a modulating FET and a MIM capacitor. From a power
consumption point of view, the modulated backscatter uplink avoids the use of an
on-chip UHF oscillator, or a frequency synthesizer, which are significant contributors
to the overall power consumption of previous telemetry ICs. Because of the power
efficient communication modality, the wireless data uplink accounts for only 2%, or
24.6 µW, out of the total DC power consumption of 1.23 mW.
7.2 Related work
Table 7.1 compares the most important features of this work against representative
wireless telemetry systems from the literature. Most reported wireless multi-channel
neural telemetry systems have masses in the 30–60 g range and require a large bat-
tery pack for extended operation [86–88]. Miniaturized wireless neural recording
systems weighing less than 1 g have been built by reducing the number of neural
channels, battery size, and operating range [6, 54, 55, 89–94]. A system mass of even
1 g may still be excessive when studying very small animals, or in chronic experi-
ments where a non-irritating package placement is critical to ensure normal animal
behavior. This work represents a continuation of earlier efforts [6] to develop wire-
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less instrumentation that allows less kinematically invasive measurements from very
small animals.
Power requirements present the greatest obstacle to achieving successful data
capture from very small animals such as flying insects. Even state-of-the-art ultra-
lightweight battery powered systems are fairly heavy (170 mg) with the bulk of this
weight (130 mg) being associated with a 1.5 V silver oxide battery [6]. We have
addressed this challenge by eliminating the battery entirely with the on-chip UHF
(902–928 MHz) power harvesting subsystem that extracts the chip’s operating power
from incident RF energy supplied by a transmitter and antenna mounted beneath
the dragonfly’s perch.
In contrast to commonly used inductive coupling for power transfer, far-field
radiative coupling at UHF frequencies can operate with small and lightweight drag-
onfly-sized dipole antennas at distances of several meters, depending on teleme-
try system power consumption and available transmitter power. Related work in
biotelemetry ICs powered by UHF energy harvesting includes [47, 95]. This work
improves on these prior examples in signal fidelity (ADC resolution), bandwidth,
channel count, and package mass, as well as presenting a complete system including
both the telemetry IC and a suitable reader with a USB connection to a PC for data
storage and analysis.
The telemetered bandwidth and number of channels are key aspects of system
engineering. Many of the most pressing questions in systems neuroscience relate to
understanding the role of specific neurons within a circuit, so signals must be mea-
sured in a manner that preserves their identity. Telemetering event times based on
a threshold is insufficient because the identity of the neurons is lost. Extracellular
electrodes, such as those used in awake behavior experiments, measure the summed
activity of multiple neurons. These signals must then be sorted back into the activity
of individual cells. There are well developed tools that facilitate such “spike sort-
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ing” [96], but they use computational methods difficult to embed on-chip [97] and
generally require the full analog waveforms seen on the electrode to perform well.
It is preferable to record sampled time series data for each electrode for maximum
flexibility in spike sorting and analysis.
In the dragonfly, there are « 16 target-selective descending neurons (TSDNs) that
appear to control interception based steering [98]. At flight temperatures of 35˝ C,
TSDNs have action potential spikes of « 250 µs in duration. These action potentials
must be sampled at 25–40 kHz in order to have sufficient resolution to allow accurate
neuron identification. Extracellular action potential spikes seen in the dragonfly can
be 4 mV in amplitude, on background noise levels of 10 µV RMS or smaller. Careful
attention to amplifier noise, ADC resolution, and gain distribution are critical to
achieving high quality signal recording.
7.3 Wireless power and backscatter communication link design
Recent work in passive UHF RFID has demonstrated long-range operation of battery-
free tags with power consumption as low as a few microwatts [43]. Passive UHF RFID
tags harvest their operating power from the incident RF signal and return their stored
data via modulated backscatter. These wireless links can be described in two parts:
a forward link responsible for power transmission to the remote device and a return
link that carries stored data from the tag back to the reader. In some systems the
forward link additionally transmits commands to the remote device, but the system
described in this paper employs unidirectional communication only. These links are
described individually in the following sections.
7.3.1 Wireless power (forward link)
In an uncluttered far-field radiative power transfer regime, the well-known Friis free
space model describes the RF power available at the telemetry IC’s power harvester
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as a function of key system parameters
PRx “ PTxGTxGRxλ
2
4pir2
9 1
r2
(7.1)
where PTx is the transmitter’s conducted RF output power, GTx is the transmitting
antenna gain, GRx is the receiving antenna gain, and λ is the operating wavelength.
A thorough discussion of the limitations of the Friis model in practical environments
and the practical constraints on the model parameters is available in the UHF RFID
literature [43, 68, 99–101].
The system described is designed to operate in the 902–928 MHz FCC Part 15
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band, which corresponds to a wavelength of
approximately 33 cm. The reader transmit antenna (Laird Technologies S9028PCR)
is circularly polarized and has a manufacturer’s specified gain of 9 dBi. The reduced-
size dipole used on the dragonfly is assumed to have a gain of approximately 0 dBi.
Given a measured power-up RF sensitivity of +7.76 dBm and an measured harvester
efficiency of 20.6% (including mismatch loss), the telemetry system has a forward
link limited maximum operating distance of around 1.91 m, assuming free space
propagation. The forward link budget is summarized in Table 7.2.
Because the presence of a human experimenter could disrupt the dragonfly and
prey behavior, humans are excluded from the flight arena while the transmitter is on
and experiments are being performed. Nevertheless, following the FCC’s Maximum
Permissible Exposure guidelines [102], we applied Eq. 7.2 to calculate a minimum safe
distance beyond which the continuous-exposure power density limit of 3.05mW/cm2
at 915 MHz is not exceeded. The power density S is given by
S “ PTxGTx
4pid2
(7.2)
where PTx is transmitted power in appropriate units (mW), GTx is the transmit
antenna gain as a linear factor, and d is the antenna-to-human distance in cm. We
thus calculate a minimum safe distance of 29 cm when the transmitter is on.
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Table 7.2: Wireless Biotelemetry Power Link Budget
Transmitter output power Pt 36 dBm
Transmitter antenna gain Gt 9 dBi
Receiver (insect) antenna gain Gr 0 dBi
Operating wavelength λ 33 cm
Received power at IC input terminals Pr 7.76 dBm
IC power harvester + mismatch efficiency η 20.6 %
DC power consumed by IC Pth 1.23 mW
Power-up threshold distance r|Pr = 7.76 dBm 1.91 m
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Figure 7.4: Measured RF power in an indoor environment vs. test dipole position,
range, and polarization. Transmitter power is +36dBm [ c©2012 IEEE]
Since the dragonfly flight arena contains reflective objects, it is not a true free
space environment. To better predict the spatial extent where the chip will receive
adequate operating power, a series of measurements were taken in the lab environ-
ment with a reference dipole connected to an accurate RF power meter (Agilent
N1913A). The transmitter was set to deliver +36 dBm conducted power to the 9 dBi
gain circularly polarized antenna. Measurements presented in Fig. 7.4 show the ef-
fects of non-ideal circular polarization (elliptical polarization) in the transmitting
antenna, as well as some degree of multipath propagation in the lab.
An ideal circularly polarized transmitting antenna in a multipath-free environ-
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[ c©2012 IEEE]
ment would yield a near-constant available power in the critical «1 m3 volume di-
rectly above the transmitter antenna where interesting animal behavior is expected.
For certain combinations of position and polarization, less than the +7.76 dBm
needed to power the IC is observed in these measurements. This has been addressed
initially by increasing the transmitted power to compensate for the observed non-
ideal propagation. Future work includes a careful study of transmitting antenna
radiation pattern and polarization by measurement in the actual operating scenario
rather than reliance on the manufacturer’s published specifications.
The on-chip power harvester (rectifier) circuit that is used to convert the available
RF power into DC power for chip operation is described in detail in Section 7.4.3.
7.4 The digital telemetry IC
The telemetry IC is highly integrated, with a block diagram shown in Fig. 7.6. The
die is 2.36 mm x 1.88 mm x 250 µm thick. The die layout is shown in Fig. 7.7. Only
three off-chip components are required for operation, comprising a miniature 20 MHz
quartz crystal and two 0402 SMD bypass capacitors for the unregulated and regulated
power supplies Vunreg and Vreg. The crystal provides precise clocks for analog to
digital converter (ADC) sampling and data clock synchronization. The flight package
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Figure 7.6: Block diagram of the digital telemetry IC [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 7.7: Die layout of the telemetry IC [ c©2012 IEEE]
described in Section 7.6 includes an optional antenna impedance matching network
in addition to these three components.
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7.4.1 Neural and EMG biopotential amplifiers
The neural and EMG amplifiers have fully differential architectures using low-noise,
low-power CMOS design techniques previously described in detail [2,103]. The use of
differential signaling throughout adds immunity to common-mode noise and power
supply noise.
The neural amplifiers each have a bandwidth of 250 Hz to 10 kHz with a gain
of 500 V/V and a maximum input range of ˘2.4 mV. The measured input-referred
noise of each neural amplifier is 5.7 µVrms. The ADC’s least significant bit (LSB) is
2.3 µV, referred to the input. The input-referred noise of the amplifier thus occupies
2-3 LSBs. Simulation indicates that each neural amp consumes approximately 16 µW
of power from Vreg.
The EMG amplifiers each have a simulated bandwidth of 5 Hz to 700 Hz with a
gain of 50 V/V and a full-scale input range of ˘24 mV. The measured input-referred
noise of each EMG amplifier is 43 µVrms. The ADC LSB step size is 23 µV, referred
to the input, so the input-referred noise occupies 1-2 LSBs. Simulation indicates
that each EMG amp consumes 0.25 µW of DC power from Vreg.
The DC amplifiers have a 0 to 4.9 V input range (using an on-chip voltage di-
vider). The ADC LSB step size is 2.4 mV, referred to the input. One of the DC
amplifiers is permanently connected to the output of the RF power recovery circuit,
and thus monitors the unregulated voltage supply of the chip. This is a useful feature
because the telemetry IC can thus indicate when the available RF power is sufficient
for proper operation of the chip. The other DC amplifier is available for use with an
optional off-chip sensor.
7.4.2 Input multiplexing, data framing, and error correction
A high-speed analog multiplexer connects one selected amplifier at a time to an
11-bit successive approximation ADC with a differential input and bandgap voltage
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reference. The ADC’s clock is derived from the 20 MHz quartz crystal. It digitizes
the 10 neural inputs at 26.1 kSps, along with 4 additional EMG inputs at 1.63 kSps.
This is accomplished by digital control logic that re-visits the neural inputs more
frequently than the EMG and auxiliary inputs, as indicated in the data frame layout
shown in Fig. 7.8.
Each of the 11-bit ADC samples are encoded into a 16-bit word using an ex-
tended (11,16) Hamming code, which provides SECDED (Single Error Correction;
Double Error Detection) capability, providing robust data transmission in noisy en-
vironments.
Each data frame consists of 192 16-bit words, sent at a rate of 1627.6 frames per
second, for an aggregate return link data rate of 5.0 Mbps. The 192 word frame
layout is organized into 16 rows and 12 columns. The last 10 columns in each row
always contain samples from each of the 10 neural input channels. Neural data is
therefore sampled and telemetered more frequently than the EMG and auxiliary
data.
The data frame is delimited by three 16-bit frame markers. Frame marker 1
(FM1) is a unique word indicating the start of each complete frame, and is thus
present 1627.6 times per second. Frame marker 3 (FM3) is another unique word that
always occupies the second position in each of the 16 rows in the frame, immediately
preceding the 10 neural samples. Frame markers 1 and 2 occupy alternate rows.
Rows not beginning with FM1 or FM2 begin with samples of each of the 4 EMG
inputs, the 2 Auxiliary inputs, and two special words. Word CID is a 16-bit word
containing the state of two digital input pins, so up to four telemetry devices can
be uniquely identified with hardware pull-ups. Word CNT is a 16-bit frame counter
permitting missing frames to be identified in the data stream, in the event of bit
errors that result in the loss of frame sync.
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Figure 7.8: Frame layout for the telemetry IC’s return link data [ c©2012 IEEE]
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Figure 7.9: Simplified schematic of the on-chip RF power harvester [ c©2012 IEEE]
7.4.3 RF power harvester and voltage regulator
The incident RF signal from the reader transmitter must be converted to DC to
wirelessly power the telemetry IC. This is accomplished by an on-chip RF power
harvester using a 4-stage Schottky diode based voltage multiplier as shown in Fig. 7.9.
The measured input impedance of the packaged chip (chip + bondwires + pads) is
11.50 ` j3.80 Ω at 915 MHz. The output voltage Vunreg from the power harvester
varies dramatically with the input RF power as shown in Fig. 7.20. Vunreg thus varies
with distance from the reader transmitter to the telemetry IC. A well regulated
DC voltage Vreg must therefore be developed to deliver the required 1.23 V to the
chip. Vunreg feeds an on-chip bandgap-reference 1.23 V low dropout (LDO) voltage
regulator detailed in Fig. 7.10. The dropout voltage is 80 mV, so a minimum of
1.31 V from the RF power recovery circuit is required to power the chip.
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Figure 7.10: Schematic of the LDO regulator [ c©2012 IEEE]
7.4.4 Backscatter modulator
Shown in Fig. 7.11, the telemetry IC implements BPSK backscatter by introducing an
additional shunt capacitance in parallel with the harvester’s input impedance. This is
accomplished with a capacitive PSK modulator that is digitally configurable via pin
strapping to values between 62.5 fF and 500 fF. This allows for a modulation depth
variable between 0.22% and 1.74% relative to the chip’s conjugate match impedance
as shown in Table 7.3. By keeping the modulation depth relatively shallow, the
majority of the incident RF power is available for harvesting to DC to power the
chip. PSK backscatter modulation, as implemented in this chip, has been shown to
have a significant power efficiency advantage compared with ASK (load modulation)
[99].
The modulator circuit is realized using a weighted capacitor array that is con-
figured using two input pins to select a particular modulating capacitance from the
array. A single FET is then used to connect or disconnect the appropriate MIM
capacitor to ground. Fig. 7.12 shows the BPSK backscatter spectrum at the receiver
input with the telemetry IC connected to a test dipole 1 m away from the perch an-
tenna. The two BPSK sidebands containing the chip’s backscattered data are visible,
along with a strong self-jammer (-10.8 dBm) caused by unwanted transmitter-receiver
coupling as well as reflective objects in the environment.
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Figure 7.11: Schematic of the digitally controlled variable-depth BPSK modulator
[ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 7.12: Measured spectrum of DSB BPSK backscatter data [ c©2012 IEEE]
Table 7.3: Variable-depth BPSK Backscatter Modulation [ c©2012 IEEE]
Chip State
ZChip+Package
at 915 MHz
∆Γ
Modulation
Depth (%)
Unmodulated 11.50 + j3.80 0 0
62.5 fF 11.53 + j3.76 0.0007 - j0.0021 0.22%
125 fF 11.56 + j3.72 0.0013 - j0.0041 0.43%
250 fF 11.62 + j3.62 0.0025 - j0.0083 0.86%
500 fF 11.74 + j3.54 0.0051 - j0.0167 1.74%
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7.5 Reader
7.5.1 Reader transmitter (BSTx)
Because of the relatively high power consumption of the wireless neural telemetry
system (1.23 mW) compared to typical UHF RFID tags (« 10 µW), a much higher
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is required to achieve similar operating
distances. The reader transmitter (BSTx) can deliver an RF output power of up to
+36 dBm and is typically used with antenna gain of 9 dBi, yielding an EIRP of up to
+45 dBm. These power levels exceed the FCC Part 15.247 limit of +36 dBm EIRP,
but are permitted in this band under the Part 18 rules for industrial, scientific, and
medical (ISM) systems.
A block diagram of the BSTx is shown in Fig. 7.13, and a photo is shown in
Fig. 7.14. A Texas Instruments MSP430F2011 microcontroller is used to control
the synthesized local oscillator in the transmitter. The microcontroller programs
the synthesizer (Mini-Circuits KSN-960A) to generate a 915 MHz carrier, which
is amplified by a power amplifier module (NXP BGY-915) specified for continuous
duty at +36 dBm output. All conducted harmonic and out-of-band spurious outputs
are suppressed in excess of 70 dB. The BSTx microcontroller can also amplitude
modulate the power amplifier to send addressing commands from the BSTx to future
generations of the neural telemetry system.
Due to the full-duplex on-channel nature of modulated backscatter communica-
tion, receiver performance is typically limited by strong-signal handling (linearity)
as well as local oscillator phase noise. Measured LO phase noise (Fig. 7.15) is better
than -129 dBc/Hz in the critical 1 MHz – 10 MHz carrier offset regime where the
BPSK encoded backscatter is present. Transmitter-receiver isolation is maximized
with a bistatic Tx-Rx antenna pair. Through careful placement of the Tx and Rx
antennas, an isolation of approximately 45 dB is achieved.
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Figure 7.13: Block diagram of the reader transmitter (BSTx) [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 7.14: Photograph of the BSTx circuitry [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 7.15: Measured BSTx phase noise [ c©2012 IEEE]
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7.5.2 Reader receiver (BSRx)
A block diagram of the BSRx is shown in Fig. 7.16, and a photograph of the receiver
circuitry is shown in Fig. 7.17. It is a direct conversion design with a digitized
baseband section. Backscatter communication is inherently full duplex, as the trans-
mitted carrier is always present during reception. The receiver’s analog front end
(AFE) is thus optimized for large signal performance at the expense of noise fig-
ure. The receiver’s AFE has a measured 1 dB compression point of +14 dBm with
a noise figure at analog baseband of 13 dB. The relatively high noise figure does
not limit receiver performance for link distances of up to 5 m. Within the base-
band signal bandwidth the input-referred noise power is approximately -88 dBm,
yielding a sensitivity of better than -70 dBm at a BER of 10´5 at a data rate of
5 Mbps. In practice, sensitivity is somewhat reduced by partial phase noise corre-
lation in the transmitter-receiver system. At the telemetry IC’s power-up threshold
of +7.76 dBm at the chip’s input terminals, and assuming a backscatter ratio of
-15 dB, the expected signal power at the BSRx is -47 dBm yielding a receive-system
implementation margin of « 23 dB.
Baseband signals are filtered by a matched pair of bandpass filters to reject out-
of-band noise, decimated, then rotated to the in-phase axis to bit-slice the BPSK-
encoded signal. A digital phase locked loop and symbol correlators extract clock
and data prior to transfer to the reader’s PC for Hamming decoding with a LUT-
based approach. A USB 2.0 port interfaces the received data to a PC for subsequent
processing. Several time-synchronous digital inputs are also carried along with the
received data to achieve synchronization between the telemetry data stream and a
video motion capture system.
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Figure 7.16: Block diagram of the reader receiver (BSRx) [ c©2012 IEEE]
Figure 7.17: BSRx analog front end and digital baseband sections [ c©2012 IEEE]
7.6 Packaging
To minimize the size and weight of the telemetry device, chip-on-flex packaging is
employed. As shown in Fig. 7.18, the 2.36 mm x 1.88 mm x 250 µm die is wire
bonded directly to a 4.6 mm x 6.8 mm flex substrate. The tiny 0402 surface mount
components are bonded to the substrate with conductive epoxy. A miniature 20 MHz
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Figure 7.18: Chip-on-flex package for the telemetry IC [ c©2012 IEEE]
quartz crystal and the two required bypass capacitors are placed on the back side
of the flex package, behind the die. Pads on the front side accommodate an L-
or pi- configuration impedance matching network to match the chip and bondwire
impedance to the antenna’s impedance, or to 50 Ω for testing. The total package
mass, including matching components, is 38 mg.
7.7 Measurement results
The performance of the telemetry IC and reader was verified in both a 50 Ω con-
nectorized (wired) setup, as well as an over-the-air (OTA) wireless experimental
setup. In the wired setup, the RF output from an Agilent N9310A signal generator
is connected through a 20dB bi-directional coupler (Mini-Circuits ZABDC20) to the
antenna port of a telemetry module matched to 50 Ω impedance. The reflected signal
from the telemetry IC via the directional coupler’s reverse-coupled port is fed to the
reader receiver (BSRx). The returned data is captured by a PC connected to the
BSRx via USB 2.0.
Wireless operation was characterized using the perch box antennas (Laird model
9028PCR RHCP patches) for the BSTx and BSRx, and the reduced-size dipole an-
tenna on the telemetry IC. The 915 MHz transmit signal was adjusted to compensate
for cable losses and produce +36 dBm at the transmit antenna.
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Table 7.4: Telemetry IC power breakdown (meas. vs. sim.)
Neural amplifiers 10 x 16 µA 160 µA
EMG amplifiers 4 x 0.25 µA 1 µA
DC amplifiers 2 x 45 µA 90 µA
Analog mux 139 µA
Amplifier / mux bias generators 80 µA
11-bit ADC and digital control logic 320 µA
LDO voltage regulator 60 µA
Crystal oscillator 70 µA
Backscatter modulator 15 µA
Simulated Total IC supply current 935 µA
Measured Total IC supply current 940 µA
Minimum unregulated supply voltage 1.31 V
Simulated Total IC power consumption 1.22 mW
Measured Total IC power consumption 1.23 mW
7.7.1 DC power breakdown
The DC power consumption of the chip was measured in the wired setup by tem-
porarily powering the chip’s Vunreg node from a bench supply. The measured total
DC power consumption is 1.23 mW, which is very close to the simulated value of
1.22 mW. Based on simulation results, we were able to break down the total power
by subsystem as shown in Table 7.4 and Fig. 7.19. The majority of system power
(84%) is dedicated to bio-signal acquisition (biopotential amps, ADC, and control
logic) while the backscatter modulator used for the data uplink accounts for only 2%
of total system power.
7.7.2 Over-the-air wireless power (forward link)
The operation of the RF power harvester and LDO regulator were characterized first
in the RF powered, wired setup. The chip was matched to 50Ω with the modu-
lating capacitance set to 500fF. As shown in Fig. 7.20, the chip enters regulation
at +7.76dBm (6mW) RF input power, with Vunreg=1.31V and Vreg=1.23V. At the
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Figure 7.19: Power usage by subsystem for the wireless telemetry IC. [ c©2012 IEEE]
power-up threshold, given the measured DC supply current consumed at Vunreg of
940µA, the chip’s DC power consumption is 1.23mW and the RF-DC conversion
efficiency is η « 20.6% including external matching network and substrate losses.
Because the chip is in full operation (acquiring and modulating data) this measured
power consumption and efficiency also takes into account the effect of the backscatter
modulation on the available power to the chip as described in Sec. 7.4.4.
A characterization of over-the-air forward link performance is shown in Fig. 7.21
and Fig. 7.22. To confirm the link budget shown in Table 7.2, the chip’s dipole
antenna was oriented parallel to theX and Y axes, and Vunreg and Vreg were measured
as a function of Z axis distance (height) as shown in Fig. 7.21. The chip was
always in regulation at a distance of up to 1.4 m in either polarization. The Y
polarization achieved a longer operating distance of about 1.7 m which is in very
close agreement with the 1.9 m maximum distance predicted in Table 7.2. The
difference between the X and Y polarizations is likely due to imperfect circular
polarization of the transmitting antenna. A slight elliptical polarization is suggested
by the manufacturer’s specified axial ratio of 1 dB [104].
The packaged chip was attached to the reduced-size dipole antenna and positioned
at varying distances Z “ t0.9, 1.2, 1.4um and rotation angles (0-360 degrees in the
X ´ Y plane) with respect to the transmitting antenna. Figure 7.22 shows the
unregulated (Vunreg) and regulated (Vreg) voltages measured with the chip in full
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Figure 7.20: Measured unregulated (Vunreg) and regulated (Vreg) supply voltages
as a function of RF input power. The chip achieves regulation at an input power of
+7.76dBm. [ c©2012 IEEE]
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Figure 7.21: Measured unregulated (Vunreg) and regulated (Vreg) supply voltages
as a function of distance from the transmitter. [ c©2012 IEEE]
operation. The chip was found to maintain regulation throughout this measurement,
which spans the range of Z distances (heights) of interest in the dragonfly prey
capture experiment.
7.7.3 Telemetry uplink (return link)
To verify the operation of the BPSK backscatter telemetry uplink, an Agilent N9320A
spectrum analyzer was connected to the receive antenna port, with the telemetry IC
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Figure 7.23: Measured eye diagram at 5.0 Mbps with the IC 1 m from the receive
antenna [ c©2012 IEEE]
placed at a range of 1 m. The spectrum of the received BPSK backscatter spectrum
is shown in Fig. 7.12. The BSRx was then connected to the receive antenna and
Agilent DSO8104A oscilloscope was connected to the analog baseband outputs of
the receiver’s I/Q demodulator. An eye diagram was captured as shown in Fig. 7.23.
The measured BER at 5 Mbps was less than 5.0ˆ10´5 before error correction in the
BSRx.
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7.7.4 Biopotential amplifier, MUX, and ADC characterization
The amplifiers, mux, and ADCs were tested together as an integrated acquisition
channel, first using the wired measurement setup. All channels were found to per-
form nominally. Figure 7.24 shows the measured response of a typical channel,
including neural or EMG amplifier, the mux, and the ADC, with sinusoidal inputs.
These responses were captured from the wired test setup using an Agilent func-
tion/arbitrary waveform generator and a high impedance attenuator. The neural
channel response was characterized with a 400 Hz, 50 µVpk sinusoidal test signal,
and the EMG channel response was characterized with a 50 Hz, 5 mVpk sinusoidal
test signal.
A spectrogram of neural channels 1 and 2, captured simultaneously using the
wired setup, is presented in Fig. 7.25(a). In this measurement, 400Hz and 10kHz,
160µVpp test signals were applied to channel 1 while channel 2 was grounded. The
crosstalk between channels is summarized in Fig. 7.25(b). The worst case crosstalk
observed on Channel 2 was at least 53dB below the signal level applied to Channel
1. The observed 2f0 and 3f0 harmonics are 46dB and 50dB down respectively.
7.7.5 Over-the-air characterization using pre-recorded neural activity
An end-to-end, fully wireless characterization has been performed. Pre-recorded
extracellular neural activity from a dragonfly target-selective descending interneuron
(TSDN) [85,98] was used as a test signal. The TSDN activity was sampled at 80kHz
using a commercial acquisition rack. This data was then loaded into an Agilent
arbitrary waveform generator and played back via a high impedance attenuator into
the telemetry IC to serve as repeatable test stimulus during over-the-air testing.
The telemetry IC was set up to run wirelessly, with RF power and data uplink, at
1 m range. A comparison between the signal acquired by the commercial acquisition
system and the system presented here is shown in Fig. 7.26. Figure 7.26(a) shows
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(a) Neural channel, 400 Hz, 50 µVpk input
(b) EMG channel, 50 Hz, 5 mVpk input
Figure 7.24: Measured, digitized response of the neural and EMG channels with
sinusoidal test signals [ c©2012 IEEE]
a long duration capture. The blue trace (top) is the commercially acquired TSDN
signal and the red trace (bottom) is the signal as telemetered completely wirelessly
with an RF power and data uplink. Figure 7.26(b) shows a zoomed plot of a repre-
sentative single spike from the long duration capture. As shown, in both cases the
telemetry system faithfully reproduces the source signal.
7.8 Discussion
This chapter presents a digital neural/EMG telemetry system with a measured flight
package mass of only 38 mg. It is among the smallest and lightest multi-channel
digital neural/EMG telemetry systems yet reported. It has been developed to provide
continuous telemetry from a dragonfly in flight.
The system comprises a battery-free, single-chip telemetry IC employing RF
power harvesting, along with a companion reader transceiver including an RF trans-
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mitter and a digital receiver. The chip digitally telemeters 10 neural and 4 EMG
signals. Neural signals are sampled at a rate of 26.1 kSps, and EMG signals are
sampled with 11 bit resolution at a rate of 1.63 kSps for a signal bandwidth of
250Hz–10kHz and 5Hz–700Hz, respectively. In addition to an RF power harvester to
supply its operating voltage, the chip includes a 5 Mbps data uplink via modulated
backscatter in the UHF (902–928 MHz) band. Only three external components are
required. Measurements indicate that the chip and reader are fully functional as
designed. Table 7.5 summarizes the achieved system performance.
Ongoing work related to this system includes the optimization of the transmitter
and receiver antennas in the dragonfly perch to maximize the reliability of power de-
livery in the region of interest. The maximum operating range is currently limited by
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Figure 7.26: Wireless acquisition of pre-recorded dragonfly TSDN activity showing
(a) long duration capture and (b) expanded view of single spike. The blue trace (top)
is the signal recorded by a commercial acquisition rack. The red trace (bottom) is
the signal as telemetered from the wirelessly-powered, wirelessly-uplinked system.
[ c©2012 IEEE]
the non-ideal elliptical polarization of the commercial transmit antenna. Additional
antenna and system design in the form of a diversity transmitter and receiver is be-
ing developed to overcome polarization mismatch to the dragonfly mounted dipole
antenna in certain flight poses. The dragonfly mounted antenna itself represents a
significant design challenge as it is severely size and weight constrained and must not
interfere mechanically with the movement of the wings.
Additional work is also ongoing in the development of microelectrodes optimized
for recording from the dragonfly’s nerve cord. Of particular interest are electrodes
optimized for simultaneously probing as many as possible of the 16 target-selective
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Table 7.5: Summary of System Performance
Total Mass 38 mg
Operating Frequency 902 – 928 MHz
Telemetry Modulation digital BPSK backscatter
5 Mbps
RF Power Consumption +7.76 dBm (6 mW)
DC Power Consumption 1.31V @ 940 µA = 1.23 mW
RF-DC Power Conversion Efficiency 20.6 %
Operating Range
« 1.5m (1.91m, est.) given
+36 dBm transmitter
and 9dBic antenna
Acquisition Channels
10 neural
4 EMG
2 auxiliary DC inputs
Acquisition Bandwidth
250Hz – 10 kHz (neural)
5Hz – 700Hz (EMG)
Maximum input range
˘ 2.4 mV (neural)
˘ 24 mV (EMG)
Input-referred noise
5.7µVrms (neural)
43µVrms (EMG)
Crosstalk between channels < -53 dB
descending neurons that appear to control interception and steering during prey
capture.
7.9 Wireless audio over the backscatter link
The high data rates of the tag telemetry IC previously discussed usher in a new
class of backscatter tags. Leveraging the previous biosignal recording IC design, this
section2 presents the first rich-media class of UHF RFID tags.
2 This portion of the chapter is a derivative of previously published work, c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Thomas et al., “Rich-Media Tags: Battery-Free Wireless Multichannel Dig-
ital Audio and Image Transmission with UHF RFID Techniques,” in 2013 IEEE International
Conference on RFID, May 2013.
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Figure 7.27: System block diagram of wireless audio tag [ c©2013 IEEE]
7.10 System description
A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 7.27. The digital audio streaming sys-
tem consists of two parts: the reader transceiver and the audio recording tag pictured
in Fig. 7.28. The reader is responsible for RF carrier generation and transmission
to the tag as well as data reception, demodulation and decoding. At the reader, a
frequency synthesizer generates a frequency agile UHF (868–950 MHz) carrier that
is passed through a power amplifier to yield a total output of +36 dBm EIRP, in-
cluding transmit antenna gain. The reader is usually operated in a bistatic mode,
with the signal captured by the receiving antenna of the reader being mixed with
a replica of the transmitted carrier and passed through a set of analog bandpass
filters and variable gain amplifier (VGA) blocks to shape the signal before being sent
to an FPGA-based digital baseband processing unit. Analog baseband signals are
sampled at 100 MS/s using a 16-bit analog to digital converter (ADC) and digitally
filtered before being rotated and sliced for bit decisions, clock recovery and data
decoding. The decoded data is sent to a PC over a USB connection for display and
data capture.
The fully integrated audio includes a 4-stage Schottky-diode based RF power
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Figure 7.28: Photograph of the wireless audio tag [ c©2013 IEEE]
harvester enabling fully-passive, battery-free operation, a 1.23 V low dropout (LDO)
voltage regulator, a digitally-configurable, variable impedance backscatter binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) modulator, digital logic for data encoding and packet
framing, and 16 total amplifier channels including 10 audio bandwidth input chan-
nels each connected to an 11-bit ADC by a high-speed MUX. The IC itself requires
a minimum of 3 off-chip components for operation – a miniature 20 MHz quartz
crystal oscillator and two 0402 SMT bypass capacitors for the unregulated and reg-
ulated power supplies VDD and VDD´Reg. The printed circuit board also includes an
impedance matching network to transform the chip impedance to match the 50 Ω
antenna impedance. The populated tag board, excluding an external antenna, mea-
sures 38 mm x 28 mm, with generous component spacing, so further reduction in
size is straightforward.
The chip, developed at Intan Technologies, incorporates 10 fully differential low-
noise, low-power CMOS front end amplifiers used for analog signal capture. The
amplifiers have a simulated and measured bandwidth of 200 Hz – 13 kHz as shown
in Fig. 7.29. For comparison, the bandwidth of the public switched telephone net-
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Figure 7.29: Measured magnitude response of audio recording tag [ c©2013 IEEE]
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Figure 7.30: Measured total harmonic distortion (THD + N) [ c©2013 IEEE]
work (PSTN) is approximately 300–3400 Hz indicating that the tag has more than
sufficient bandwidth available to faithfully reproduce human speech. Each of the 10
audio channels are sampled at 26.1 kHz with 11-bit resolution.
To understand their distortion performance in audio applications, the amplifier
channels were characterized by measuring total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD
+ N) and channel crosstalk. The THD + N measurement was performed by injecting
a single tone into the audio chip and recording the received signal. This test was per-
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Figure 7.31: Measured crosstalk between input amplifier channels [ c©2013 IEEE]
formed in a cabled setup using a 50 Ω shielded cable and attenuators to approximate
the over-the-air channel while maintaining minimum RF noise in the environment.
The received data was filtered in post-processing with a digital notch filter (Q =
10) to remove the input tone, leaving only the resulting harmonics and noise for a
single amplifier channel. THD was then calculated as the ratio of harmonic plus
noise power to original signal power (including the fundamental tone)
THD`N “
ř`
Sfilt.i
˘2ř pSiq2 (7.3)
where Sfilt.i is the filtered signal and Si is the original signal including all harmonics.
THD + N is then reported as a percentage. This measurement was taken over the
entire signal bandwidth (dc – 13 kHz). Measured THD + N data, as shown in
Fig. 7.30, is less than 0.3% over the entire 3 dB channel bandwidth.
Crosstalk between amplifier channels was also measured. Similar to the THD
+ N measurement, a single tone was injected into the input port of an amplifier
channel (channel A) and the ratio of power levels between channel A and a terminated
channel (channel B) was measured. The results shown in Fig. 7.31 show that isolation
between channels remains better than -55 dB over the entire bandwidth (i.e. less
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Figure 7.33: Measured time-domain waveforms comparing original source audio
signal and recovered audio signal (cabled setup) [ c©2013 IEEE]
than 0.00001% leakage between channels).
7.11 Digital audio characterization
Using a cabled channel setup, a stereo audio file containing music sampled at compact
disk (CD) quality (fs “ 44100 Hz, 16-bits) was played back, using a battery powered
external device (Apple iPhone) as a signal source. The use of a battery powered
audio source allows the testing to be independent of lab ground to avoid ground
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Figure 7.34: Measured over-the-air recording comparing original, transmitted
waveform (a) and received, recovered waveform (b) [ c©2013 IEEE]
loops and/or unwanted 60 Hz hum pickup. After passing through the entire tag +
RF channel + reader system, the received digital audio signal was then compared
to the original recording. Based on an informal sampling of nearby listeners at the
time of the experiment, listeners had difficulty differentiating between the original
source and the received audio, even given the difference in sample depth and sample
rate (16-bits vs. 11-bits, and 44.1 kHz vs. 26.1 kHz).
We then proceeded to perform a more formal engineering evaluation of signal
fidelity. In Fig. 7.32 the frequency spectrum of the original, CD-quality recording
is compared to the recovered audio transmitted through the audio tag. Though
some information is lost below «300 Hz and above 13 kHz (the Nyquist frequency
of the on-chip ADC sampling rate), the overall shape of the spectrum is maintained.
Similarity is also observed in the time-domain comparison, shown in Fig. 7.33. The
recovered signal does not track the very highest-frequency features of the original
signal, but follows the overall shape of the signal, still allowing for perceptually clear
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Table 7.6: Wireless Audio Power Link Budget
Transmitter output power Pt +28 dBm
Transmitter antenna gain Gt 8 dBi
Receiver (tag) antenna gain Gr 8 dBi
Operating wavelength λ 33 cm
Received power at tag input terminals Pr 7.76 dBm
IC power harvester + mismatch efficiency η 20.6 %
DC power consumed by tag Pth 1.23 mW
Power-up threshold distance r|Pr = 7.76 dBm 1.703 m
audio reproduction.
After confirmation of functionality of the audio tag using the cabled setup, an
over the air experiment was performed. In this experiment, the reader was configured
to output +36 dBm EIRP, using a bistatic configuration with 8 dBi linear patch
transmit and receive antennas. The audio tag was attached to a similar 8 dBi linear
patch antenna and placed 1.4 m away from the reader. A battery powered external
device (Apple iPhone) was again used as the audio test source. The left and right
stereo channels of the iPhone audio output were connected to two input channels of
the tag and a CD-quality, stereo file was played back through the tag and recorded
at the reader.
The original, stereo input signal played back into the audio tag is shown in
Fig. 7.34 (a) and again compared in the time domain to the received signal, recorded
at the reader, shown in Fig. 7.34(b). Features of the music recording align cor-
rectly in time and amplitude and the stereo effects are also both visibly and audibly
preserved. This over-the-air test demonstrates that it is possible to transfer high-
quality, digitized audio recordings using backscatter technology at distances greater
than 1 m. Though only two channels were connected to an audio source in this test,
all 16 channels (10 available audio channels, 4 lower-bandwidth channels, and 2 gen-
eral purpose dc channels) were simultaneously telemetered. Multiple channel pairs
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were tested with equivalent results; the lack of a 10-port audio test source prevented
us from simultaneously testing all 10 channels but we are confident from pairwise
testing that all channels are functioning equivalently.
A link budget is provided in Table 7.6 for the audio tag. This table assumes
a transmit power of +28 dBm, a transmit antenna with 8 dBi gain, operation at
915 MHz in freespace, and a tag antenna gain of 8 dBi. Based on a measured tag RF
power-up threshold of 7.76 dBm, a maximum forward link limited operating distance
of 1.703 m is predicted.
Using the calculation of receiver sensitivity presented in [8], for the measured
receiver noise figure of 13 dB, input referred noise is -88 dBm. Assuming a 10 dB
SNR yielding a bit error rate of approximately 10´5 for BPSK and an assumed
backscatter ratio of 15 dB, a theoretical maximum operating distance of «14 m is
predicted for the tag operating in semi-passive mode.
7.11.1 Image transfer via modulated backscatter
The over-the-air setup described above was then used to transmit full-color images
using slow-scan television modulation (SSTV) through the audio tag. While the
5 Mbps uplink data rate provided by the tag could certainly be used to carry com-
pressed digital video, we opted to leverage the existing audio-bandwidth pipeline for
our initial experiments with image transfer via modulated backscatter.
SSTV is commonly employed by amateur radio enthusiasts for image transmis-
sion through narrowband radio channels as well as by NASA / NOAA polar orbit-
ing weather satellites utilizing the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) standard
[105, 106]. In general, SSTV operates by converting an image to an analog audio-
bandwidth signal by conveying pixel luminance and color information via amplitude
modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM) or a combination of both. There exist
many differing protocols for such types of transmission which have different frame
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of transmitted and received image using an SSTV mod-
ulation technique [ c©2013 IEEE]
rates and image quality parameters [107].
In this experiment, the PD290 protocol was used to modulate a 640 x 493 pixel
input image into an audio file. This protocol allows for transmission of full-color
images, but requires long transmission times of 290 seconds per frame («5 min /
frame). The software “Multi-Scan 2” for Macintosh OSX was used for encoding
images into audio as well as decoding audio into images.
The input test image showing an extremely cute baby girl, shown in Fig. 7.35
with audio spectrum, was chosen to represent a hypothetical application of a passive
child-monitoring system. This encoded audio file was played back into the audio tag
using the Apple iPhone as a signal source and wirelessly telemetered 1.4 m to the
reader. The received audio was captured and then decoded using the Multi-Scan 2
software. The recovered image and spectrum are shown in Fig. 7.35 on the right
compared to the transmitted image on the left. Though some high-frequency noise
is present in the received image, the subject is clearly visible and image fidelity is
very good.
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"Hey Jordan, can you hear me?" "Yes."
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time (sec)
Figure 7.36: Fully passive recording of a conversation between participants spaced
approximately 3 m [ c©2013 IEEE]
7.11.2 Battery-Free Digital Wireless Microphone
We then set out to update Theremin’s analog Great Seal Bug with modern digital
techniques. A very low power microphone (Knowles EM-23046-P16) was integrated
with the audio tag circuit. This microphone is specified for operation down to 1.3V
VDD, with a current drain of 50µA maximum. Its frequency response is specified
to include the region between 100 Hz and 5 kHz which is predominant in human
speech.
The regulated 1.3V Vreg voltage output from the tag chip’s RF voltage harvest-
ing circuit was connected to the microphone. The analog voltage output from the
microphone was passed through a voltage divider to reduce signal levels to those
appropriate for the amplifier input. The circuit is shown in the block diagram of
Fig. 7.27.
The audio tag with its passive microphone was used in combination with a dipole
tag antenna with estimated gain of approximately 4 dBi (wire dipole with quarter-
wave reflector) and placed 0.72 m away from the reader configured to transmit
+36 dBm. Based on a link budget similar to Table 7.6 but scaled for appropriate
tag antenna gain, a theoretical maximum operating distance of 1.07 m is expected.
Fig. 7.36 presents a time-domain plot of a conversation recorded using the fully
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passive digital microphone.3 The conversation presented is between two individuals
located approximately 0.5 and 3 m respectively away from the microphone. In in-
formal testing, the device recorded clearly audible conversation between participants
located over 5 m from the microphone when speaking at normal conversation levels.
7.12 Discussion
These results, showing the first wireless transfer of multichannel high-fidelity digital
audio and full-color image over the backscatter link will serve as a first step toward
media-rich battery-free devices that take advantage of the high speed, low power
nature of modulated backscatter communication links. Future work will focus on
interfacing additional sensors on-tag, such as a CMOS camera sensor, in addition to
the microphone. The achieved backscatter data link rate of 5 Mbps is more than
sufficient for multichannel digital audio and compressed motion video. We expect
that ongoing research in power-efficient audio and video codec hardware and software
already being developed for smartphone applications will enable increasing media-
rich functions even on highly power constrained devices with µW to mW power
budgets. This work demonstrates the potential of a new class of media-rich, battery-
free devices with unlimited lifetime and great operational flexibility.
7.13 Chapter conclusion
In this chapter experimental results from a low-power, single-chip, high-data rate
backscatter system has been presented. Chip functionality has been explored in two
applications: wireless biopotential signal recording and rich-media tags transmitting
audio and images. The IC requires only +7.76 dBm incident RF power and is
3 The data shown in Fig. 7.36 was filtered in post-processing to remove room noise before plotting,
using the “Noise Removal” tool from the open-source software Audacity. This tool removed high
frequency room noise to show the conversation more clearly in the figure, though even with no
filtering applied, recorded conversation is easily distinguishable in the raw recordings.
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wirelessly communicates at a data rate of 5 Mbps over distances greater than 1 m.
The device is able to record and transmit simultaneously up to 16 (10 neural, 4
EMG, 2 general-purpose DC) channels of sampled data. The 10 neural channels
are sampled at 26.1 kHz with 11-bit resolution. The remaining 4 EMG and 2 dc
amplifier channels are each sampled at 1.63 kHz with 11-bit resolution.
The chip has also been used to demonstrate digital audio and image transmission
over the backscatter link. In a series of experiments leveraging the biopotential
amplifiers, we have demonstrated multi-channel digital audio streaming, color image
transmission, and passive audio recording from a wireless “bug.”
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8Towards a single-chip QAM modulator
This chapter provides a description and initial characterization of a single-chip QAM
backscatter modulator. This is the first single-chip integrated design intended for
use in QAM backscatter. Results presented here will aid in shaping future design
of such systems. The chip is designed to be a customizable integrated backscatter
communication and sensing device. The 16-state QAM modulator is examined in
detail by measuring reflection coefficients over varying frequencies and incident RF
power levels. A discussion of the effects of parasitic elements is provided. This
includes predicted measurement values with parasitic effects compensated and a plan
with new design values to compensate for the effects.
Contributions in this chapter:
• Description of first single-chip backscatter QAM modulator.
• Performance evaluation of single-chip backscatter QAM modulator.
• Plan for future integration.
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Figure 8.1: Block diagram of the custom single-chip RF tag
8.1 Overview of the integrated backscatter sensing chip
A vector modulator was implemented in a single-chip design using a CMOS process.
The vector modulator was a single block as part of a larger design. The author thanks
Dr. Arnak Aleksanyan (now with Linear Technologies) for his help in chip design
and layout. The author designed the 16-QAM backscatter modulator schematic and
SPICE models and Dr. Aleksanyan performed chip layout.
The chip was designed using Cadence software and fabricated using the commer-
cial AMI C5N 0.5 µm, 3-metal, 2-poly process available through MOSIS. A highly
modular design allows individual system components to function independently. A
system block diagram for the chip is shown in Fig. 8.1. Schematic screenshots are
shown in Fig. 8.2 with layout and a fabricated die micrograph in Fig. 8.3. The chip
can be used to build a fully-passive backscatter sensing circuit that interfaces with
a wide variety of analog sensors.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of integrated backscatter sensing circuit (from Cadence
software)
8.1.1 System components
The chip implements a 16-QAM backscatter modulator, binary backscatter modula-
tor, RF-to-DC converter, shunt voltage regulator with companion bandgap voltage
reference, two current-controlled ring oscillators, and two photodiodes. The pho-
todiodes are intended to operate in conjunction with the ring oscillators to form a
backscatter light-sensing device. System components have been individually tested
and verified for operation. The 16-QAM backscatter modulator will be described
below.
Binary backscatter modulator
A binary backscatter modulator is realized using a single FET between the antenna
ports (antenna input port and the chip ground). The FET switches in a deliberate
mismatch configured with an external impedance. This can be used to generate
binary ASK or PSK backscatter with modulation depth determined via impedance
selection.
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(a) Layout (b) Die Micrograph
Figure 8.3: (a) Layout of integrated backscatter sensing circuit (from Orcad soft-
ware) and (b) fabricated die micrograph with 16-QAM section highlighted
RF-to-DC converter
The chip includes a half-wave Dickson charge pump used to convert incident RF
energy into system DC power [80, 108–111]. The circuit is a six stage charge pump
built with low-threshold Schottky diodes.
The power harvesting circuit accepts an input RF signal and outputs both an
unregulated, harvested voltage and a second signal that follows the communication
envelope of the incident signal. This envelope is the demodulated, downlink baseband
data.
Shunt voltage regulator
The harvested voltage output from the power harvesting circuit (RF-to-DC con-
verter) widely varies relative to incident RF power. For this reason a voltage reg-
ulator is needed to maintain a constant voltage for the system components. In the
integrated backscatter sensing circuit, this is done using a shunt voltage regulator.
When the input voltage is above 3 V, the regulator pulls excess current to ground
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Figure 8.4: Block diagram of the 16-QAM backscatter modulator
through a FET. This results in a stable 3 V output from the regulator.
Bandgap voltage reference
The voltage regulator is intended to be operated in conjunction with the silicon
bandgap voltage reference. This circuit outputs a temperature-independent fixed
voltage output of «1.25V.
Ring oscillators
Two current-controlled, 5-stage current-starved ring oscillators are included on the
chip. In initial testings, the ring oscillators have a frequency output range that varies
from several kHz («10kHz) to tens of MHz («40MHz). One oscillator is controlled
by an external current that allows for interfacing with a wide variety of analog
sensors. The second oscillator is internally enabled and connected to a photodiode.
When fabricated with a glass package, the integrated backscatter sensing circuit may
function as a remote light detection circuit.
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Figure 8.5: Photograph of chip mounted on PCB testing board
8.2 Description of the integrated 16-QAM modulator
A schematic for the modulator is shown in Fig. 8.4. The 16 state QAM modulator is
implemented as a set of 16 individual impedances formed by series R and C combi-
nations that are individually switched into connection with the antenna. Transistor
size was selected based on previously published results [112]. The connection is con-
trolled by a 4-to-16 multiplexer (MUX) with 4 input bits as well as a fifth line used
for enabling the multiplexer. With this design, a set of input bits is mapped to an
individual impedance that gets connected to the antenna.
The implemented individual impedance values are shown in Table 8.1. The set of
values is designed around a 50 Ω antenna with incident carrier frequency of 915 MHz.
The expected constellation shown on a Smith chart can be seen on the left side of
Fig. 5.16. A benefit of the custom analog CMOS design is the selection of resistor
and capacitor values is not limited to the selection available in standard packages
(i.e. standard 5% resistor values). This allows for finer resolution when designing
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the backscatter QAM constellation.
The circuit layout of the modulator was designed to minimize RF transmission
line and parasitic effects. The individual switch and impedance combinations are
placed evenly around a common RF trace that connects to the external antenna.
With this design, the electric length between elements physically closest to the an-
tenna pad and elements the farthest away is minimized. However, during design and
simulation of the chip, model-based parasitic extraction capable estimating parasitic
effects of the layout was not performed. For this reason, the selection of impedance
states was made assuming minimal parasitic effect.
8.3 Experimental measurement setup
A photograph of the integrated backscatter sensing chip mounted on the printed
circuit board (PCB) test fixture is shown in Fig. 8.5. The fabricated and packaged
chip is seen in the middle of the circuit board. The leftmost SMA connector is used
for attaching external measurement tools or an antenna to the 16-QAM backscatter
modulator. Test pins include the 4 digital lines that control the 4-to-16 multiplexer
of the modulator, multiplexer enable, and externally applied power and ground for
semi-passive operation.
Operation of the 16-QAM modulator was validated by measuring the reflection
coefficients of each constellation point using a VNA connected through a 50 Ω ca-
ble. This measurement, shown in Fig. 8.6, uses the coaxial cable and VNA input
impedance to model circuit interaction with an external antenna. As shown in pre-
vious chapters, reflection coefficients may be used to estimate performance of the
backscatter QAM signaling constellation.
Using the network analyzer, modulator impedance was measured over varying
input frequency and RF power levels. Initial measurements suffered from poor VNA
calibration and calibration plane reference. Measurements were taken with the net-
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Figure 8.6: Measurement setup for chip reflection coefficients
work analyzer calibrated to the input pad of the modulator. Due to undesired para-
sitic elements stemming from the pad connection, internal wirebond inductance and
chip parasitic capacitance, it was necessary to calibrate internally to the 16-QAM
modulator.
8.3.1 Network analyzer calibration
Calibration was extended by determining the 2-port S parameter set that removes
the common parasitic elements. Using the network analyzer, the measured reflection
coefficient is
ΓMeas. “ e00 ` pe10e01q ΓActual
1´ e11ΓActual (8.1)
where e00 is the directivity error, pe10e01q is the reflection tracking error, e11 is the
source match error and ΓActual is the actual value of the reflection coefficient as
pictured in Fig. 8.7. In this diagram, a0 and b0 represent waves flowing into and
out of the first port of the S-parameter network and a1 and b1 represent the waves
flowing into and out of the second port.
The equation above reduces to a set of three unknowns that can be solved for
using three known impedances. While generally this correction is made using the
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Figure 8.7: Two-port VNA error correction network
open, short, and match impedance set, this practice mainly serves to simplify the
correction matrix and is not a fundamental requirement.
After assigning
a “ pe10e01q ´ e00e11 (8.2)
b “ e00 (8.3)
c “ ´e11, (8.4)
the corrected or actual measurement becomes
ΓActual “ ΓMeas. ´ b
a´ c ¨ ΓMeas. (8.5)
and the values of a, b, and c may be found by solving the correction matrix»
–Γ1Actual 1 ´Γ1ActualΓMeas.Γ2Actual 1 ´Γ2ActualΓMeas.
Γ3Actual 1 ´Γ3ActualΓMeas.
fi
flˆ
»
–ab
c
fi
fl “
»
–Γ1Meas.Γ2Meas.
Γ3Meas.
fi
fl . (8.6)
After DC confirmation of modulator impedance values, the correction matrix was
overconstrained using the full 16-state set of impedances and solved. This provides
a correction matrix that is applied to other chips extending the network analyzer
calibration plane into the chip.
8.4 Measurement results
A summary of results are shown in Table 8.1. In this table, the DC lumped element
component values are shown for each of the sixteen modulator states. Also included
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Table 8.1: Measurement Results from integrated backscatter sensing chip
Implemented Measured Ideal % Error
R (Ω) C (pF) Γ˚ (915 MHz) Γ˚ (915 MHz)
|Γ˚
Meas.
´Γ˚
Ideal
|
|Γ˚
Ideal
´ ˆΓ˚
Ideal
|
Z1 18.63 4.89 -0.100 - j0.58 -0.148 - j0.60 24.10 %
Z2 28.59 3.15 0.074 - j0.49 0.148 - j0.60 61.33 %
Z3 54.49 4.74 0.142 - j0.30 0.148 - j0.30 3.24 %
Z4 31.58 8.22 -0.110 - j0.17 -0.149 - j0.30 63.41 %
Z5 4.18 4.12 -0.098 - j0.78 -0.149 - j0.89 27.44 %
Z6 5.68 2.97 0.175 - j0.64 0.149 - j0.90 54.28 %
Z7 67.44 0.00 0.093 - j0.15 0.149 - j-0.00 34.15 %
Z8 37.06 0.00 -0.195 + j0.01 -0.149 + j0.00 10.22 %
Z9 9.16 7.15 -0.450 - j0.57 -0.446 - j0.59 5.00 %
Z10 33.57 1.93 0.296 - j0.65 0.448 - j0.60 33.91 %
Z11 90.35 2.31 0.416 - j0.37 0.447 - j0.30 16.09 %
Z12 16.14 12.73 -0.355 - j0.18 -0.450 - j0.30 31.51 %
Z13 0.00 5.62 -0.369 - j0.67 -0.447 - j0.89 38.17 %
Z14 0.00 2.15 0.468 - j0.75 0.448 - j0.89 23.42 %
Z15 130.70 0.00 0.342 + j0.06 0.447 + j0.00 18.75 %
Z16 19.13 0.00 -0.490 - j0.02 -0.447 - j-0.00 7.40 %
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Figure 8.8: Ideal (a) and measured (b) 16-QAM constellation over 902–928 MHz
band
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Figure 8.11: Ideal (a) and measured (b) 8-QAM constellation over 902–928 MHz
band
are the measured Γ˚ values at 915 MHz compared to the expected or ideal Γ˚ values
for the rectangular 16-QAM constellation. The final column shows EVM values
for each of the sixteen states as compared to the ideal symbol location (ideal Γ˚
constellation with DC component removed). The modulator exhibits high EVM
values resulting from unaccounted for parasitic effects that will be further outlined
in the next section.
The measurement values for the full 16-QAM backscatter constellation are shown
in Fig. 8.8 compared to the ideal locations. In this measurement, the frequency is
swept across the entire 900 MHz ISM band regulated by the FCC in the United
States. As expected from the EVM values shown in Table 8.1, the 16-QAM constel-
lation does not compare favorably to the ideal constellation.
Subsets of the constellation were extracted. Measurements for a 4-PAM, 4-QAM,
and 8-QAM signaling schemes are presented below in Figures 8.9, 8.10, and 8.11
which allow for transfer of 2 bits/symbol, 2 bits/symbol, and 3 bits/symbol respec-
tively.
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Table 8.2: Measured constellation average EVM and symbol distance
Constellation Avg. EVM
(f “ 915 MHz)
16-QAM 28.28 %
8-QAM 26.73 %
4-QAM 21.94 %
4-PAM 17.63 %
The EVM for each constellation was measured and summarized in Table 8.2.
The 4-PAM constellation presents the lowest average EVM value for its symbol set.
These impedance values consist only of resistive components and no lumped element
capacitors. Since the impedance of an (ideal) resistor is not frequency dependent, the
4-PAM constellation is less susceptible to carrier frequency variation. The 4-QAM
constellation, however, is composed of resistors and capacitors resulting in a carrier
frequency dependent constellation. The average EVM of this constellation is higher
as compared to the 4-PAM constellation, but the overall average symbol distance
is greater. This results in a increased average backscatter power for the 4-QAM
constellation.
These results prove that implementation of a multi-state vector backscatter mod-
ulator in standard CMOS processes is possible.
8.5 Accounting for undesired parasitic elements
As shown in Fig. 8.8, the sixteen measured values do not align with the expected,
ideal 16-QAM constellation. In designing the backscatter modulator implemented
in this chip, RF parasitic extraction using tools compatible with the CMOS layout
software was not performed. This did not allow for complete simulation, estimation,
or extraction of transmission line effects and parasitic elements that are present in
the fabricated design at the UHF frequencies the constellation was designed around.
Though the modulator was placed in such a way to reduce unwanted parasitic effects,
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Zmeas = Zparasitic + Zexpected
Γ
(S11)
Zparasitic
Zexpected
Figure 8.12: Transmission line parasitics to be corrected
it was not possible at design time to account for everything.
The result is the deviation from ideal impedance values present in the measured
chip for the individual impedance states. While calibration and matching can ac-
count for the common transmission line effects, it cannot account for the individual
variation. This effect is modeled in Fig. 8.12. The measured impedance value is
the summation of parasitic elements including parasitic transmission line effects and
parasitic capacitance as well as the implemented, expected impedance.
When designing a discrete component backscatter modulator, it is possible to
compensate for the undesired parasitic effects by changing the impedance compo-
nents. The measured impedance value is
ZMeas. “ Zparasitic ` Zexpected (8.7)
or the summation of the parasitic effects as well as the implemented or expected
impedance. Solving for the parasitic effect and subtracting from the initial imple-
mented value yields a new impedance, Znew. Placing this new impedance in the
circuit results in the initially expected value being measured. The equation for this
is written as
ZMeas.-New “ Zparasitic ` Znewlomon
Zexpected´Zparasitic
(8.8)
This method was used in the previous chapter when designing the discrete-component
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Table 8.3: Parasitic cancelled impedance values
New Values Measured: Ideal % Error
R (Ω) C (pF) Γ˚ (915 MHz) Γ˚ (915 MHz)
|Γ˚
Meas.
´Γ˚
Ideal
|
|Γ˚
Ideal
´ ˆΓ˚
Ideal
|
Z1 13.37 0.00 -0.232 - j0.59 -0.148 - j0.60 39.77 %
Z2 16.54 18.68 0.134 - j0.67 0.148 - j0.60 34.90 %
Z3 50.81 47.20 0.141 - j0.35 0.148 - j0.30 23.72 %
Z4 25.26 26.15 -0.133 - j0.32 -0.149 - j0.30 13.40 %
Z5 0.00 0.00 -0.185 - j0.93 -0.149 - j0.89 10.86 %
Z6 0.00 0.00 0.142 - j0.94 0.149 - j0.90 9.01 %
Z7 77.83 0.00 0.150 + j0.00 0.149 + j0.00 0.67 %
Z8 40.55 0.00 -0.147 + j0.01 -0.149 + j0.00 2.65 %
Z9 8.86 608.00 -0.451 - j0.58 -0.446 - j0.59 2.93 %
Z10 36.49 10.12 0.461 - j0.62 0.448 - j0.60 5.35 %
Z11 104.78 43.41 0.461 - j0.32 0.447 - j0.30 5.56 %
Z12 10.28 65.93 -0.445 - j0.28 -0.450 - j0.30 3.23 %
Z13 0.00 102.02 -0.428 - j0.84 -0.447 - j0.89 9.63 %
Z14 0.00 0.00 0.405 - j0.81 0.448 - j0.89 14.46 %
Z15 140.22 13.81 0.376 + j0.00 0.447 + j0.00 11.10 %
Z16 20.12 0.00 -0.469 + j0.00 -0.447 + j0.00 3.51 %
Avg. Error: 11.92 %
: Constellation adjusted at 928 MHz, and new impedance values measured at 915 MHz in post-processing
backscatter QAM modulator.
However, for a single-chip implementation this iterative design process is not
possible as the impedance values are set at design time when the chip is sent to
fabrication. Without accurate parasitic extraction tools, it is not possible at design
time to predict the impedance values presented to the antenna. For this reason, an
investigation of what is possible if the parasitic elements are known is provided.
8.6 Results with compensation for parasitic effects
Parasitic effects were determined at 928 MHz based on the known implemented
impedance values in the modulator. New impedance values were then formed to
cancel these effects as shown in equation (8.8). The range of possible impedances
was limited to passive resistors and capacitor networks. The new impedances were
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Figure 8.13: Ideal 16-QAM constellation compared to adjusted constellation.
then measured at a carrier frequency of 915 MHz. In MATLAB, the resistance
and frequency-dependent reactance for the additional impedance values (Znew) were
found for the carrier frequency of 915 MHz. This new impedance was summed with
the original measured values to model the expected performance of a second iteration
of the single-chip modulator assuming knowledge of the modulator parasitics. The
results from this operation are summarized in Table 8.3.
After adjustment, the average error (EVM) reduces to 11.92% for the sixteen
states. Previously, the average EVM was 28.28% for the 16-QAM constellation.
One interesting result is that the new impedance values for states 5, 6, and 14 are
the same (Z “ short). This is an artifact of the passive RC network constraint
and indicates that the individual parasitic effects for these states are too strong for
complete cancellation. The average symbol error for these positions (i.e. parasitic
effects only) is 11.4%.
Figure 8.13 shows the parasitic constellation on a Smith chart compared to the
ideal constellation. Numerical results for this result are listed in Table 8.3. In
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Figure 8.14: Adjusted 16-QAM constellation, compensated at 915 MHz.
this measurement, it is assumed that parasitics are equal across different chips and
impedances can be changed without introducing new transmission line parasitic ef-
fects. The parasitics were cancelled at frequency 928 MHz and then measured at 915
MHz to model a realistic expectation by allowing for some transmission line effects
to remain present in the data.
For comparison, Fig. 8.14 shows the 16-QAM constellation at 915 MHz when
parasitics have been cancelled at the same frequency. This constellation supports
the claim that QAM backscatter is compatible with a single-chip design using only
R and C components. However, to achieve this result, the parasitic effects must
be known and characterized, whether by simulation models or an iterative design
process.
8.7 Chapter conclusion
In this chapter, the first single-chip implementation of a QAM backscatter modulator
has been presented. The modulator uses passive R and C lumped element compo-
nents to form the required set of complex load impedances. Performance of the chip
was evaluated using a VNA to model a 50 Ω antenna connected to the modulator
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input.
With the existing chip, 4-PAM, 4-QAM, and 8-QAM backscatter signaling con-
stellations are possible using subsets of the 16 modulator states. This chapter also
provides a plan for future single-chip work. Assuming accurate parasitic models
are available, a method to form a set of modified impedances that effectively can-
cel the parasitics is shown. Using MATLAB, this method was applied the 16-QAM
modulator in post-processing and expected constellations were presented.
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9Conclusion and future work
This thesis has presented an energy efficient communication technique based on an
extension to backscatter technology. The extension includes high data rates (up
to 96 Mbps) and QAM. Performance of QAM backscatter with data rates up to
80 Mbps was shown in a highly-multipath measured indoor channel. For benign
channels, an experimental demonstration of 96 Mbps (15.5 pJ/bit) was presented
using a discrete component modulator. We have demonstrated a single-chip device
that incorporates binary backscatter modulation with a data rate of 5 Mbps. This
chip has been used for multichannel wireless biosignal recording as well as the first
demonstration of streaming multichannel audio and images over a backscatter link.
An integrated single-chip QAM bakcsatter modulator was then designed. This chip,
the first integrated backscatter QAM modulator, was characterized and proven ca-
pable of multi-state vector modulation.
In Chapter 1, the problem was formed. Motivation for power reduction in the
communication subsystem of wireless sensing devices was shown. As shown in Chap-
ter 2, existing backscatter technology as employed by UHF RFID devices offers a
low-power radio solution but has been limited to data rates below 640 kbps.
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In Chapter 3, the physical layer is re-examined starting with the basic equations
for the fields scattered from an antenna. It was shown that the scattered fields
consist of a constant structural scattering term and a load-dependent scattering term.
Switching between load impedances connected to the antenna causes changes in the
magnitude and phase of the scattered field. The analysis in this chapter focused on
the complex nature of the changes being preserved in contrast to analysis techniques
using the antenna RCS. Using this observation, a method to generate multi-state
QAM backscatter was introduced. This included a method for constraining the
signalling constellation to fit with passive networks and a method for generating
constellations compatible with single-chip CMOS integration.
A communication system based on the use of scattered fields for data transfer was
defined in Chapter 4. This system consists of a reader and one or more tags. The
reader generates and transmits the carrier signal to the tag and also performs data
demodulation on the incoming fields. The tag responds to the incident field from the
reader by modulating between multiple states. A baseband vector signal model for
analyzing the received fields at the reader was presented. Using this model, the effect
of Doppler shift was analyzed and shown to be negligible at the UHF frequencies used
in this thesis.
These observation were used to design and build a discrete component QAM
backscatter modulator. The results from two devices were presented in Chapter
5. Initial characterization was performed on a modulator designed for 4-QAM/4-
PSK signalling. This included an experimental data transfer of 400 kbps. Based on
these results, a tag supporting 16-QAM backscatter modulation was designed and
built. Using the 16-QAM modulator, an experimental data transfer of 96 Mbps was
shown. This data was taken in an indoor environment relatively free of clutter. The
measured communication efficiency of the 16-QAM modulator is 15.5 pJ/bit. While
data rates are comparable to IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), the radio power consumption is
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reduced by a factor of over 100x from 10 nJ/bit [21].
Achievable performance in more realistic scenarios was evaluated in Chapter 6.
Backscatter QAM modulation was analyzed in a highly-multipath measured indoor
environment. For successful data reception, a receiver implementing adaptive channel
equalization was designed. The receiver was evaluated in simulated channel models
as well as an experimentally measured channel.
This chapter showed that an adaptive equalizer can dramatically improve transfer
from a QAM backscatter device in non-ideal channels. For a data rate of 20 Mbps,
the adaptive equalizer improves average EVM performance by 9% compared to a
linear equalizer and 59% average EVM improvement compared to the unequalized
signal. While the receiver generally adapted to the channel and was able to detect the
data, in areas with significant multipath, increased ISI negatively impacted equalizer
performance. In such multipath environments, data transfer can be improved by
lowering the backscatter data rate. This suggests a need for protocols with adaptive
data rates to be implemented in future designs.
A single-chip modulated backscatter telemetry device was designed for low-power
sensing. This chip includes a high-data rate backscatter modulator capable of stream-
ing data at 5 Mbps (4 pJ). The chip includes 10 amplifiers designed for neural signals,
4 amplifiers designed for EMG signals, and 2 dc amplifiers. These channels are sam-
pled on-chip and transmitted as digital data. In Chapter 7, this chip was shown to
successfully transmit neural recordings. This was further exploited to stream multi-
channel (stereo) audio and images from the tag to the reader. This work represents
the first generation of rich-media tags capable of streaming data over the low-power
backscatter link.
A 16-QAM backscatter modulator was miniaturized and fabricated using a CMOS
process. This device, the first ever single-chip 16-QAM backscatter modulator, was
characterized in Chapter 8 and proven capable of generating multi-state vector mod-
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ulation. However, the full 16-QAM constellation is not clearly defined due to chip
parasitic effects. If parasitics were able to be accounted for, whether by simulation
tools or a second fabricated run, the expected constellation was shown. This analysis
will aid future circuit designers.
To summarize, the original contributions of this thesis are:
• A technique for low-power generation of vector modulated backscatter (i.e.
QAM backscatter).
• Simulation of M-ary QAM and first experimental confirmation of 4-PAM, 4-
QAM/4-PSK, 16-QAM modulated backscatter.
• Highest reported to date backscatter data rate (96 Mbps, 15.5 pJ/bit).
• Backscatter based wirelessly powered system for wireless, in-flight multichannel
biosignal recording of freely-moving insects.
• First demonstration of a “rich-media” backscatter tag capable of streaming
multichannel digital audio and image transmission (5 Mbps, 4 pJ/bit)
• First IC implementation of QAM backscatter modulator.
• Demonstrated use of channel equalizer to compensate for tag motion and chan-
nel multipath effects in wideband QAM backscatter communication.
Multi-state vector backscatter modulation is a field with great potential. Inter-
est has increased in QAM backscatter since the author’s initial publication in 2010
[15–17, 113, 114]. Multi-state backscatter modulation, based on the principles out-
lined in this document, will aid future developments within the low-power sensor,
communications, and RFID community.
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9.1 Future work
9.1.1 Battery-free backscatter QAM
The impact of QAM backscatter modulation on the power harvesting circuits of
passive devices is uncertain. Typically, passive UHF RFID tags implement a diode
based charge pump for RF-to-DC power conversion. This nonlinear circuit presents
a frequency and power dependent load to the antenna. During modulation, the
impedance of the power harvesting circuit represents one of the binary symbols. The
second symbol is formed by introducing a deliberate impedance mismatch in parallel
with the power harvester. The harvesting efficiency of the circuit is reduced for the
duration of the mismatch state. The effect of the nonlinear diode impedance acting
in parallel or included as one symbol of a backscatter QAM constellation is an open
problem.
In the author’s initial paper proposing QAM backscatter, physically disconnecting
the power harvesting circuit during backscatter modulation was suggested for passive
operation [17]. This would require a large capacitor for charge storage and low duty
cycle transmissions to allow ample time for sufficient charge accumulation.
Alternatively, passive operation may be achieved by exploiting polarization diver-
sity. A circularly polarized reader allows the tag to implement a dedicated linearly
polarized antenna for power harvesting and a second orthogonally polarized antenna
dedicated to backscatter modulation. This method has been similarly applied to
other passive devices but introduces a 3 dB («50%) polarization penalty and makes
miniaturization difficult [115].
Connecting the QAM backscatter modulator in parallel with the power harvester
would allow a portion of the incident signal to be absorbed during modulation. A
4-QAM backscatter model using this method was recently presented [113]. However,
the impedance of the power harvesting circuit may change within the duration of
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a packet transmission causing distortion of the received QAM constellation. The
wideband adaptive receiver presented in this work may pave the way for successful
operation of backscatter QAM in conjunction with a harvester.
9.1.2 Tag multiple access
Existing backscatter devices utilize a slotted algorithm to implement time-division
multiple access (TDMA). This remains a valid option for future QAM backscatter
devices. However, an exploration of code division multiple access (CDMA) and,
frequency division or frequency diversity using orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) remains to be demonstrated. Signalling using orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) over backscatter requires an increased computational
expense in the form of an inverse Fourier transform operation as well as fine resolution
of the IQ signalling space.
The main problem standing in the way of building the OFDM modulator is
circuit implementation of the impedance selector. Work in this thesis has focused
on M-ary QAM constellations of size M “ 16 and below implemented with M
sets of impedance values. However, this is not the only architecture for backscatter
QAM. It may not be feasible to implement a sufficient number of individual lumped
element combinations required for the desired resolution on a PCB or single-chip. For
this reason a weighted impedance selector or digital to analog impedance converter
will need to be designed. Due to the nonlinear transformation and warping of IQ
space that results from impedance to reflection coefficient conversion, design of the
weighted elements will not be straightforward. Successful design of this circuit will
allow for frequency diversity from a low-power device that does not run a UHF
oscillator or traditional transceiver.
Multiple access for tags will enable higher read rates and tag population density.
Currently, tags wait through a randomized slotted read cycle to deliver their ID code.
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Using TDMA, only one tag may talk at a time. Frequency division multiple access
will allow for multiple tags to simultaneously communicate back to the reader. This
will increase the total bandwidth of a tagged environment. As RFID research moves
further into the wireless sensing domain, multiple access for streaming tag data will
be an important issue.
9.1.3 Adaptive constellation protocols
This work has shown that even with an adaptive equalizer at the receiver, an adaptive
constellation protocol is needed. As the received signal power is minimized in various
locations of the time varying backscatter channel, the reader needs to inform the tag
to lower its data rate or lower its constellation order. Either of these actions will
result in an increased signal to noise ratio at the reader. As shown in this thesis,
a tag that implements 16-QAM modulation can also generate 4-QAM or 4-PAM or
even binary modulation. Adaptive protocols will allow for data transfer in locations
where a successful 16-QAM signalling would not otherwise be possible.
9.1.4 Channel sounding and sensing
The use of vector modulation may aid in future channel sounding and sensing. The
QAM constellation transmitted from a tag can be used to observe and measure
the attenuation and phase rotation of the return channel as the tag is moved or the
channel changes. Future sensors may take advantage of this effect and simultaneously
transfer data and sense channel effects. Alternatively, QAM backscattering devices
may be placed throughout an environment and used to measure a channel. This
would offer an inexpensive means to measure a channel as compared to the method
presented in chapter 6.
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9.1.5 Applications
With experimentally demonstrated data rates of 96 Mbps, a large amount of band-
width is available for low-power tags. There are several application areas where such
high bandwidth for a low-power device will be useful.
• Remote biosignal acquisition
Behavioral scientists and neurobiologists investigating animals are limited in
the amount of neural or other signals that may be obtained from their subjects.
Backscatter communication is an excellent solution for this problem. Greatly
increasing the achievable data rates allows for more signals to be transmitted
and recorded. Even semi-passive (battery-assisted) devices or replacement of
the free space propagation channel with coaxial cables carrying both power and
communication, will yield improved bandwidth and chip power savings.
Future work will continue to explore recording of neural, EMG, EEG, as well
as other biosignals. The techniques presented in this thesis have focused on
far-field RCS and backscattering. However, the principles are also applicable to
near-field RFID scenarios. Near-field vector backscatter modulation will allow
for implanted devices to record and stream large amounts of in vivo data.
By attaching low-power cameras, this could include in vivo video useful for
diagnosis.
• Secure object identification
The cryptographic community has shown great interest in devices such as the
Intel WiSP that would enable secure transactions with passive devices [49,116].
However, the small payload available has limited the amount of data that can
be transferred and therefore size and security of the keys.
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With extremely high data rates, long cryptographic keys are possible for low-
power backscatter devices. This can be used for authenticated data transfer
and identification.
• Remote video recording
Streaming audio and images over a backscatter link has been demonstrated
in this work. An obvious next step is interfacing a low-power camera for full-
motion video. With multiple camera streams from a single or multiple tags, it
will be possible for a passive device(s) to record a scene from multiple angles
and stream the data to a reader. This would enable scene reconstruction or
other video analysis to take place (offline or otherwise).
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